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ABST8ACT 
1nis study is an investigation of the components of 
·sound outside of recognized language which elicit emotion. 
The s~imulus sounis consisted of music written by the 
exp~riment£r with car~full~ organized and controlled 
variations in tempo, instrumentation, and mode. subjects 
reported reactions to the stimuli through rating scales of 
eight ~roups of emotions. Results of the study indicate 
thdt nonlinguistic sound does elicit emotions and that 
tempo is important with respect to INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, 
ENJOY~tNT-JOY, DISTRESS-ANGUISH, and FEAR-TERRO& emotional 
groups; instrument is important for INTEREST-EXCITEMENr, 
ENJOYMENT-JOY, DISTiESS-ANGUISH, SHAME-HUMILIATION, and 
FEAa-TERBOR emotional groups; and mode is important for 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, SURPRISE-STARTLE, DISTRESS-ANGUISH 
AN~ER-RAGE, and FEAR-TERROR emotional groups. In addition 
to the intluence of individual components of sound, several 
intaractious a~ong those comfonents and context were found 
to ha important in ~xplaining emotional responses to 
nonlinguistic sound. 
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PiHFACE 
ibis thesis is formatted under the STANDARD PLAN. 
Th9 corubinEd History and Literature Review chapter includes 
the emotiondl, musical, psych?linguistic, and psychology of 
music studies, which serve as a background for the present 
study, as well dS an overview ot music therapy which 
provides the 
the 
justific.J.tion 
In. the Method 
for and significance of this 
chapter, the 
practical details of the study. out.lines 
en t. i t.1€ a hesults was formatted through 
experimenter 
The chapter 
the use of a 
computer to incluti~ the most meaningful results within the 
text. The Discussion chapter addresses issues which might 
explain the results of the experiment and includes~ 
Su~mary which contains possible future research directions 
and uses of nonlinguistic sound in therapy. 
Ther~ ace many significant results, too numerous to 
include iu the text; those tables are in the Appendix. 
According to the format outlined in Kate Turabian•s A 
Mauual for Writers 
Dis se rt a ti on s, Fourth 
of Term Papers, Theses, and 
Edition, tables in the Appendix are 
nu~bereu consecutiv~ly with those in the text. 
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C:!APTEa I 
I NT flODIICTIO~ 
History and Literature Review 
Mucn human int~racticn occurs through the use of 
~ounds. In order to use sound for communication, one must 
have a perce~tion of rudaning, particularly of emotion. The 
use of ambiguous auJitory stimuli should provide a measure 
of the emotional impact ot specific components of sound. 
A larye pdrt of c~mmunication occurs outside the realm 
ot recoynized lanyuage. That has be€n studied with the use 
of vh,ual stimuli (Izard 1971); the pr:-esent study attempts 
to measurE perce~tion of emotion systematically through the 
use ot oryanized sound, i.e., music. 
In an attempt to define emotion, several sources were 
usad (Plutchik 1%2; Harvey 196~; Messick 1965; Tompkins 
1965; Alloway, Krames, and Pliner 1972; Strongman 1973; 
Young 1973; Candland 1977; Fell 1977; and Plutchik 1977). 
Ducing the fifteen-year period reviewed, there was a great 
deal of controversy over the definitions of emotions. 
The physiological aspects of amotion were described in 
detail by 'l'ar:-py (1977) and Leshner (1977). Cowwunication of 
emotions (Spiqel 1g12 and Meinong 1:J75) and specifically 
nonlinyuistic emotional ccmmunication (Ehman 1965; Exline, 
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r1ith IHutfLS 1'1b5; Levanthal and Sharp 1965) are essential 
to t.hE plt:Sent .study. Tha stuJies d ➔ aling with 
n O ll 1 i r. CJ u i ::; ti C CO (IJ rr, u n i C.i ti O I, f O Cu s sf- d O n V is u ,l 1, r a t her th an 
aui:al, dSpE:cts ot ccmmunic'-ltion. 
In the ~eai:ch for a method of measuring emotions, t~e 
studi€s or l"owlis (1965), Izai:d (1971), and Orne (1973) were 
i:ev1.ewed. The context of the experimental situation was 
Jesci:il.Hi:d ty Orne (1973) and was taken into account when the 
data of thE present expdriment was analyzed. Nowlis' (1965) 
raview or the Mood Adjective Check List l~d to the decision 
to look elsewhei:e for an inEtrument with which to collect 
tne emotional data. 
Young (1973, p. tiijQ) providerl the working definition 
ot emotion toi: the present study: 
"An emotion may he defined as a strongly 
visceralized, affective disturbance originating within 
the psychological situation, and revealing itself in 
bodily changas, in behavior, and in conscious 
experience." 
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The actu~l ~motional yra~ps far the study were 
.:=;elt2ctt-J 1.rom ,'lutchik (1962) cis modifieJ by Izard {1971): 
lNTEBEST-EXCITEMENT: 
Concentrating, Attending, Attracted, Curious 
ENJOYMENT-JOY: 
Merry, Deli']htf!d, Joyful 
SURPRISE-STARTLE: 
Sudden deaction to Som?.thin-1 Unexpected, 
Astonishe<l 
DISThESS-ANGUISH: 
Sad, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
DISGUST-CON!EMPT: 
Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
ANGER-RAGE: 
Angry, Hostil8, Furious, Enraged 
SHAME-HUMILIATION: 
EmbarLassed, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
f'EAR-TERROR: 
Scared, Afraid, T~rrified, Panicked 
Those emotional groups were chosen because they are easily 
recognized {Izard 1971). 
In 1910 (p. 1) , Bingham wrote that 11 ••• melody is a 
gni11L a whole, no mere succession of tones ••• an aesthetic 
unity in which the constituent tonal elements are 
subordinated to a single dominating element, the tonic ••• 11 
Although Schoenber~ was introducing atonal music at the 
tiw"', bing:1dm considered otly tonal music. 
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By 1926 (p. 1), 
Ortmann expand-=!d the detinition of melody (used here as a 
syuonym for music): 
"ME-lady, 1.11 its broadest connotation, means any 
succEssion of single tones. Such a definition 
incluJes many examfles of tonal combinations not 
considered melody by the musician, layman, or by the 
~sycholoyist. Thd inclusian is necessary, however, in 
order· to expldin certain reactions to tones." 
Cther literature, which generally agreed with the 
aoove definitions of wusic, includeJ Watt (1919), Petram 
(1932), tlugg (1933), Gernet (1940), Levy (1955), cannon 
( 1 9 6 0) , Forte (1<}62), Levarie and Levy (1968), Delone 
(1971), Ba Ilks (1972), and Pike (1974). 
Sc:veral aspects of the music literature were closely 
linked with those of emotion. Physiology was described by 
Moore (1914), Washco (1933), Schoen (1940), Meye[' ( 1956), 
Seashore (1967), Ries (1969), Milner (1970), Banks 
(1972, 1Y73), and Peretti ( 197 5) • The findings of the 
physiological research on the effects of music were either 
insiyniticant oc inconsistent, so that the decision was made 
to eliminate physiological measures from the present study; 
recognition of the impo['tance of physiology and its link 
with emotions (Leshner 1977 and Tacpy 1977) was a basic 
premise underlying the study. Morsell (1qJ7) describEd the 
process of pecception of music as 11 ••• music depends 
ess&ntially not on the stimuli which reach the external ear, 
paqEc> 5 
no r- ~ v i:c n tq ; on t:. h e r-e s r o n s e ~; w h i c h t !1 F.! st r-u c t u re s o f t ll e t he 
them. 11 
but rathEc 
tr1nst0rminq oper-ition of the 
upon the 
ll'ind upon 
In ad<li~ion to th-2 physiolO !JY, the communicative 
music (Colwell H66) =rn ,1 th~ importance of 
context ( ri i 11 i ,Un S wen~ linked with the emotional 
studi.as. 
1he wor-king definition of music for the present study 
1.s takt-n tr-om 13anks (1'173, p. h): 
"• •• a combindtion of periodic tones with 
chonictl, proqc.assive, and temporal resti:-ictions, 
h,ading to an overall pei:-ceived organization." 
ln 12xamining how communication occur-s, the field of 
psycholinguistics ottered an organized approach. The search 
i:-evealea that, lik~ music, language is organized from small 
units to larger- ones. Rriefly, the individual sounds, known 
as phones, ar-e s:?qui va lent to notes in music. Phone mes, 
"•• .often cdlled th~ smallest unit of speech that •makes a 
dirfe1:E:nce• to the listen~r or speaker (Brown 1958, p. 27), 
are the smallest cognitivf-' category for communication. At 
th~ present time, there is r.o nonlinguistic parallel to the 
phoneme (Br-own 1958, Fudye 1970, Halliday 1970, Matthews 
1'170, Dale 1972, and 0€,e.se 1Y7)). 
As with the ["E-Vil'lW::-; OJ: the emoticnal and music 
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literature, th0 psycholing~i~tic litRrature revealed a great 
deal of attention t::> physiology (Lenneuerg 1960, Brain 1961, 
and Taylol·, Gandy, and. Dar.K. 1974) with particular emphasis 
on ceLebral dominance (Milner, Urancl1, and Hasmussen 1964 
and Moscovitch 1973). 
~~~cific aspects of cowmunicdtion included the 
iwportaDCE of association and context (Clark 1970 and 
Taylor, Gandy, and Dark 1974). Berlyne (1972) examined 
c omw unica tion of emotion and Premack ( 197 2) discussed the 
role ot cognition in communication. 
Other general psycholinguistic literature which served 
as a background for the study included Sapir (1949), 
Bl o o m f i e 1 d and H o i i e r ( 19 6 5} , Lie be rm an ( 1 9 6 5} , M e r r i fie l d , 
Naiscli, Hensch, and Story (196'1), Miller (1965), Fry (1970), 
Lyons (1970), and Wharf (1971). 
Cooper ( 196 5) r~vi~wed means of measuring perception 
ana production of phonemes; that consisted primarily of an 
elaborate feedback system that might, in the future, be an 
interesting addition to the experiment at hand. 
ln~erest in the psychclogy of music began in the lat2 
nineteenthth century when Edmund Gurney published his f2~~£ 
In that boo,c_ (1880, pp. 27, 1.t!0) h~ described a 
system of classification of sounds: 
" ••• when we think of various sounds, when we 
~~call what the sense-impressions really are in the 
~'.f. vei:-al cases, they seem to separate themselves into 
two classes which, though they mdy not merge into one 
arot~er, are in cat~re guite distinct, the class of 
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!.Q.!!.t:2 d1:d the class of !1.Q!.§§..2.i these may be 
p~ovisionally distinquish~d as the class where that 
quality of sound exists which is generally described 
as J!l.!!~!f~.!L and t1,e class where that quality is 
11, i S S i O q o II 
11 
••• the priwe characu:-ristic of Music ••• (is] its 
fErp~tual production in us of an emotional excitement 
of a very intense kind, which yet cannot be defined 
under any known h"3ad of emotion." 
'lt1e similarity hetwaen perception of speech and music 
was described in 1933 (p. 3) by Seashoc~: 
11 
••• music -ind speech have so many elements in 
common that the sciences of these two arts have 
virtually become one: first, in that they both deal 
with hearing; second, in that both may be expressed in 
whole or in part through the voice; and third, in that 
they are intimately associated as media of 
communication and social intercourse." 
l'!ursell (1937,pp. 50-51) described perception of music 
as depending " ••• not on th~ stimuli which reach the external 
ear, nor even upon the responses which the structure of the 
inner ear make to those stimuli, but rather upon the 
or~anizing and transforming operation of the mind upon 
thdm. 11 In addition to the studies which defined the link 
between music and emotion, other general literature included 
watt (1919), Trotter (1924), ttevne,r (1934,1935,1936), Schoen 
( 1940), Hampton (1945), Howes (1948), Gaston (1951), 
Fisicnielli and Paperte (1952), Rogge ( 1952), Pepinsky 
(1~5ij), Podolsky ( 1954), Revesz (195!.i), Ginn ( 1955), ME>yer 
(1956), SEars and Sears (1964), Cody (1965), Lundin (1967), 
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Secisho:rt:: (1':167), Schn::ici ~r (1<J6rl), F'l.rnsworth (1969), and 
BanK.s (11:,73). AEsthetic stu.:ih~s of the same so:rt were done 
by Goddard (n. d.), Ostwald (H6b), Coker (1972), and 
swanswi:.:;k (1973). 
fhysiologicdl links betwe~n emotions and music ware 
exaininE:Cl tiy Hyde (19).4), \o:ashco (1'n3), Ruppenthal (1948), 
Sears (19S1), I:.llis and Bcignouse (1952), Slaughter (1952), 
Gruuewald (1':J53), Sears (1954), Walters (1954), Shat in 
(1957), Bi8roaum (1:i5i3), Vyl (1Y68), Ries (1969), Clynes 
(1972,1<:,74), Lowe (97.3), 
Podolsky (1<-;J9) discussEd 
and Peretti and Swenson (1974). 
healthful uses of music to 
increase meta0olis~, muscl~ energy, and respiration, while 
decreasing pulse, blood pcessure, and the threshold to 
nonaural stimulation. Reese (1948) reported on musicogenic 
epilepsy; that was 
neuropsycholoqical 
particularly interesting from a 
perspective and as a consideration in 
:cunning experiments of this sor-t. Webster (1973) examined 
music as a relaxer after myocardial infarcts. 
In the search tor a musical parallel to the phoneme, 
the literature revealed that past studies have been limited 
in the scope of musical components examined. Consonance and 
dissonance were examined by Lipps (1926); Hevner (1935) 
looked at the importance of mode; Rigg (1940b) studied 
tempo; Rigg (1940a), swinchoski (19~7), and Taylor (1974) 
examined specific tones or keys; repetition was under study 
by Krugman (1943) and Bartlett (1973); Hanson (1944) and 
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H u J .:; o n ( 1 ':) 7 J ) •H p e c i ru en t t i -, i t h r h y t h m ; a n d K in n e a r ( 1 9 6 O ) , 
Van Stone (H60), dnd ~.:tlizio cind Hendrick (1'J72) examined 
timbre. 
Some studies ~ade assumptions about the emotional 
content of the music and daalyzed cesponses with respect to 
those :!ssumptions. Amon.J those were Heckel (1949), Simon, 
Holzery, Alessi, dnd Garrity (1951), ::ihatin (1970), Pisher 
and Gre~nti:;r:y (1972), Taylor (1973), Clynes (1974), and 
Biller, Olson, an-i Breen {1974). Psychoanalytic 
interpretation of music Irias made by Pratt (1931, 1952), 
Coriat (1945), and Wang ( 196 8) • Somewhat related to the 
prior assumptions and the interpretation studies were those 
on attitu<1e by aigg {1948) and Galizia and Hendrick (1948). 
~ather than examine e~otions elicited by music, some 
experiments (Cattell and Anderson 1953, Rubin 1953, Cattell 
and Saunders 1954, Biller 1973, and Peretti 1975) focussed 
on musical preferences or whether subjects liked or disliked 
the music under study. 
Several studies mixed the dural sense with other 
senses. Odbert, Karwoski, and Ecker son (19 42) examined 
pecception of color in the presence of music. Ehrenzweig 
(1':165) was interested in precise attention to form both 
visually and aurally. The effect of mu5ic as sound stimulus 
was studi1::d in task and n, task situations by Iwata {1S72). 
Cantor and Zillman (1973) attempted to manipulate emotional 
state ~ith the use ot movie films seen before hearing 
stimulus music. Peretti and sw~nson (1974) 
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measured 
di tt erE11ce in au .xiet y bet ween subjects who did or did not 
hear music while performing pencil maze tasks. 
Familiarity and unfamiliarity with music as discussed 
by Odbert, Karwoski, and Eckerman (1942), Krugman (1943), 
Fisher and Fisher (1951), Birnballm (1g55), Reinke (1956), 
Burns 
(1974) 
(1960), Hart and Cogan (1'J73), and Schiff and Frances 
led to the decision to use unfamiliar music in the 
pC'esent study, 
frances (1974) 
The studies by Burns (1960) and Schiff and 
were confounded by the use of music 
associated with specific ~ords which aictate the emotional 
responses to thos~ pieces of music. Clark (1970) and 
raylor, Gandy, and Dark (974) reviewed the importance of 
such associations in communication. 
Most of the above studies which examined music and 
emotions used several pieces of music by different composers 
and in different styles. Those which were confounded in 
that ruann~r included Hevner (1934, 1935, 1936), Odbert, 
Karwoski, and Eckerson (1942), Williams (1942) • Middleton, 
Fay , Kerr , a n d A 1B f t ( 1 9 4 4) Hamp ton ( 1 9 4 5) , R i g g ( 19 4 6 ) , 
Mitchell and Zan.ker (1949), Sopchak (1955), Shatin and Zinet 
(1958), Burns (1960), Lundin (1967), Iwata (1972), Wedin 
(1~72), and Hart and Cogan (1973). The present stuoy 
attempts to overcome such confounding by using one basic 
pi~ce of unfamiliar music. 
The importance of order effect was addressed by 
Williams ( 1 94 2) • 
pa qe 11 
In that study, "logical" and "illogical" 
order:s of presenting musical stimuli were examined. The 
pr:esent study includes no dssumptions dbout order but, 
in.stead, sEeks to examine the effect of context. 
Facnsworth ( 1954) dnd Wediu (1972a,b) discussed 
iu~truwents useJ to ~dther emotional responses in ~usical 
experiments; the decision of the experimenter is to use a 
modiiication ot an instcument used in a study of emotional 
responbes to tacial expressions (Izdrd 1971). 
Th8 field of music therapy is a large one and the 
lit~~ature is widely varied in its subject matter:. Much of 
the use of music in therapy has been done with little 
reference to studies of music and ewotions; to date there 
has been little research in the area that did not contain 
contounding factors. Of particular interest to this study 
are the uses of music to improve communication, as a 
projective test, and as a background for nonmusical 
activities. (Fifty-seven studies, which did not fall into 
those categories, were r~ad as prepacation for the present 
study and arR included in the bibliography.) 
One of the qoals of music therapy is the improvement 
of communication skills. That has been a part of group 
tharapy (Altshuler 19q1, Illing 1952, Kaplan 1955, Shatin 
and Kotter 1957, Shatin and Zimet 1958, Christman 1967, 
Lehrer-earl.a 1971, and Espinos 1974t. Galloway (1974) 
sought, 1. n ctn essay, ta dispel the "myth" that music 
providE~ a cur~ foe stuttering. 
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Ldthom (1971) and Michel 
and May (1Y74) de3ccioed the use of music, as an organized 
medium wit.h parallels to the structure of lan~uage, in 
tt:!achinq people with sev~ce communication disturbances. 
Much or t.he focus of music therapy is on the socialization 
of autistic children (Shac~in 1953, Tayloe 1969, Mahlherg 
1 '.J 1 J, 
1974). 
SapE:CStOll 1973, Holland8c and Juhrs 1974, and McLean 
The use of 
comm un ica tion skills, 
music, 
can be 
as -'in implement to impr-ove 
greatly facilitated with a 
knowled~e of the musical equivalent of the phoneme. 
Music has been perceived as an ambiguous stimulus 
available for pr-ojective testing. Heckel (1949) examined 
that possibility by comparing subjects' responses with 
intendeo meanings as described by the composer-s. In 1955, 
Birnbaum considered the use of known music to elicit 
childhood memor-ies to facilitate ther-apy. Cr-ockec (1956) 
cited sevEar-al case studies with childr-en. Jenkins (1956) 
and Reinke { 19 5b) published essays on the dif f ic ul ti es and 
possible uses. respectively, of music as a pr-ejective test. 
ln 1957, Sopchak found a nonsignificant r-elationship between 
the hypomanic scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic Per-sonality 
Invencor-y and music feeling, but noted that fur-thee 
investigation ~as necessary. 
Soibelman 
facilitated with 
(1948) staH-d thd t therapy could be 
back•-:J round 
impor-tan t elements of the 
music 
music 
through avar-eness of the 
and the histor-y of the 
clients. Gutheil (1 ':h4) 
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d~~w ~ parallel between the 
"dciviny rorce" ot music anrl libido, dnnd concluded that the 
therapEutic value of music lay in the physiological tension 
and relaxation ce3ponsas tc the music. In 1957, Rater 
surveyed ~njoyment oi lliUsic hy pati~n~s in medical waiting 
rooms. Pt ·euter and :iezzdno (1q73) used soot.hinq and 
stimulatiny music as Lackground for therapy. T~ey concluded 
tnat. " ( 1) soothing background music promoted more counselor 
and clier1t interaction than did stimulating background music 
or a lack of m11sic, (2) stimulating background music and a 
lack oi wusic had about the same effect upon 
counselor-client interaction, (3) soothing music promoted 
mor-e arfective interaction t,han did stimulating background 
music or- a lack ot music, and (4) a lack of background music 
provided more affective interactions than did stimulating 
music. 11 
Sliatin (1970) · discussE:'d matching the music to the mood 
ot the µatient with the idea of gradually changing the music 
to ettect a change in mood; that study, like many others, is 
contounaed by the use of several different pieces of music 
and prior assumptions about the emotional content of the 
stimulus music. Context, described as important for the 
vectoring eftect, was not taken into account ds all of the 
subjects were run through the ~xperiment simultaneously and 
heard tnE: stimuli in only one order. The shatin (1970) 
study was ot particular importance for tha present study as 
page 14 
it. p.n . .sentt:d ;;;,?v,;,cal obstacles to t,-2 oveccome in similar 
ex per i JI',= n t: .s. 
c.:ii::,COV~[' 
emotional 
Present Study 
th(• present stuiy is to attempt. to 
t hos~, cll.'l ractecistics of 
impact. Or9anization 
.3011nd 
soun1 
which 
tor 
carry 
ease of 
aualysis i::; accomplishE ,cl thrcugh tha use of music. 
Sµecitic emotio~~l groups were s~lected tor the study 
from the research of Plutchik. (1962) and Izard p 171). The 
ex~eriment~r composed the stimulus music and determined the 
mu~ical variables to be examined. 
lhe study is designed to overcome problems with 
similar previous research. In collecting d;1ta, the grouping 
of emotions is tested. Assumptions about music are brought 
into question. rnteractious among components of music can 
be analyz~d as well as the emotional effects of the 
individual components. The music in the study is unfamiliar 
removing previous associations of the music~§~ ~BQ!~ with 
specific emotions, thus allowing examination of the parts as 
wall as the whole. Order effect is addressed directly with 
no assumptions about musical logic (Williams 1942). 
Emotional content of the music is not presumed. 
Rtsults of this study can be applied to music therapy 
as a significantly coccelated set of musical components and 
emotiondl yroups, which, hopefully, can be used in th-::! 
selection of dppropritat~ music 
similar to that of ::ihatin (1~70). 
Hnothesis 
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for therapy on a model 
[,dther tuan stating a hypothesis, th~ experimenter is 
askicq the questions: 
1. cau nonlinquistic sound elicit 2moticns? 
2. Do specific components of sound elicit specific 
€motions? 
C :IAPTEfi II 
METHOD 
Experimental Situation 
1he subjects each listened to cassette recordings of 
musical sElections and circled emotional responses on 
pi.:inted (lUestionnaires. 
subjects 
The subjects consisted of twenty-three members of 
Providence s inqe rs, Incorporated of Providence, Rhode 
Island, fifty-four undergraduate students enrolled in an 
introductory psychology course at the University of Rh~de 
Island, one graduate student in the Clinical Psychology 
program at the University of Rhode Island, and one 
undergraduate student trom Amory College. Four additional 
undergraduate students participated in the study, but their 
r E .:i p o n st::' s w •~ r ic u o t i n c 1 u d e d i ll 
pc1 r t. i c i µ ,1 t e J 1.n the pilot 
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ti.9 analysis because they had 
study and were, therefore, 
iamiliar with th8 stimul~s music. Fifty-four of the 
subjects were f~m~le and twenty-six were mdle. The racial 
1>reakdown was two BL.1.ck, seventy-seven white, and one 
Oriental. Ages of the sutijects ranged from 18 years to 50 
year-s, -..ith a mean a.ge of 24.8 years. 
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Table 1 
STIMULlS "1USIC 
7 
... ,:r •:;: ~ cr-.-..-
1 ' · ,, ,s ' . ~' 
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'l',1bli::> 1 (continuei) 
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Eg uipme nt 
Stiwulus music toe the ex~eci~ent consisted of the 
first thirty measures oi the soprdno 1in8 of the "Credo" 
from !i!:i§ .!.!!. ~..<. c. H75 hy !1arth'i Estina Banks (see table 
1). (Altnough the music is copyrighted, it has not been 
suumitttd for publication.) The music was chosen because it 
is unknown aud thereby nut associated with specific words, 
tempi, and/or instruments. 
Prepacation ot the music as sait~ble stimulus material 
consist~d of transposition down an octave into a middle 
ranye both vocally and instrumentally, removal of the 
harmonic lines of the oriyinal music, and addition of the 
melodic minor to the original major mode. The end of the 
segment of music was chosen due to its lack of resolution as 
ic is tne preparation for a key change. 
The music was recorde~ on a Scotch C-45 cassette on a 
~edrs solid State monaural portable cassette recorder by an 
alto sing~r and an English horn player. Pitch was 
controlled with a Master Key chromatic pitchpipe and tempo 
with a HEathkit electronic metronom~. Volume was controlled 
by the automatic recording level of tbe condensor microphone 
on 
were 
the cassette recocder. The major and minor variations 
Each recorded at t~mpi d =90 and d =152. separately by 
thd alto singer and the English horn player. Instructions 
for tha performance included phrdsing at four-measure 
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int.ervals wit:11 tn ~ exci:>ptiun of th~ last six measures, 
accuracy ot notes in hath pitch anJ tempo, a conscious lack 
of exprebsion to r ~ iuce ii much ds eossihle communication of 
th~ perforru2rs 1 ernotionil interpretations ?f the music, and, 
ior thE... dlto singer, sin'ji11y "ooh" ;.;ith the mouth open. 
In addition to th~ music, ~ relaxation exercise was 
recordc:1 Ly the -~xperime11ter on the Sime cassette recorder 
usiny a ~catch Highlander C-120 cassette. 
The rooms in which the expl':!riment was run were 
arrang~a with the subjects sittinJ with their backs to the 
expf'r ·imt1 . tt,r to eliminate visual cues, ,tnd beside each other 
in a row to reducd communication among the subjects. The 
two rooms were checked with a sound level meter so that the 
stimuli were medsured at 65 to 75 decibels with the cassette 
in a specific place and the volume and tone 
controls set at a specific level. 
The data was collected through a demographic 
qu~stionnaire (see table 2) d~siqned by the experimenter and 
a responsE 
(1-J71) (see 
packet 
table 
based on the 
3). Modification 
measures used by Izard 
of Izard•s instrument 
included the use of a Likert scale with each gcoup of 
emotions and the use of one page per stimlus rather than one 
page tor all stimuli. 
'lhe data analysis was 
Hewlett-Packard-65 and -91 
achieve1 through the use of 
Com mod a re - 1 0 0 , Me l c or s C - 6 J 5 
calculator£. and the IBM-370 computer dt the University of 
H h O d € I s 1 a I. d A Ca :i e n. i C Ce n t e [' • 
AppeLdix C of ~iner 
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was used to detecmine 
siyniticance levels of aatc1 analyzed on the calculatocs. 
Iiartha E, LlE>.nli:s f11F\Ster~s Thesis 
r~r,OG &',.f .1:11 C; ~u ;:;:) '.i:' lOm'U\..l RE 
1. 1118.Ille 
~. Date of Birth 1'1onth Day Year 
(Office use only, 
( Date: 
( Group size, 
( Tape II• ( Site, 
( Experimenter, 
( Identification, 
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3. Sex 
1:-. Race 
( ) Female ( ) Male 
( ___________  
'5, Educational Background, llhat is the highest grade of formal 
education tou have completed? 
J, OccupA.tion, ··Jhat 1s your prPsPnt or most recent occupation? If 
you are A student, what is your major? 
1 • r'i..1sical Back.~round 1 
a. i-lhat is your favorite kind of music? 
b, l.JhP.t is your leP.st favorite kind of music? 
c. ·where do you hPar music? Please place a "l '' nPYt to the place 
where you most frequently hear music, '"2" by the second 
most frequent, etc. 
( ) Live (concerts, rehearsals, bars, parties, 
religious institutions, dances, etc.) 
) Radio 
) Television 
) Recordings (records, ti .pes, cassettes, 8-track ,etc,) 
) Other, please specify 
d, how often do you actively listen to music? 
( ) Dt,ily ( ) 2 or J times a week 
( ) Once a week ( ) 2 or J times a month 
( ) Once a month ( ) 1~ever ( ) Other, please specify 
e. Do ~rou sing or phLy music? ( ) Yes ( ) 1~0 
If yes, what instrurnent(s) do (have) you play(ed)? Please 
include voice if you sing (have sung), 
Do (have) you play(ed) or sing (sung) in any rroups? 
( ) Yes ( ) rfo 
If yes, how m~ny years? 
Do (have) you tf;ke(n) private lessons? ( ) Yes ( ) J.',jo 
If yes, for whE•t instruments? 
If yes, how ~.ny years? 
r.. iiavP (Are) you taken (taking) any music courses? 
If yes, how many years 
( ) Appreciation 
( ) History 
( ) Other, please 
( ) Yes ( ) l~O 
of each of the following? 
( ) Composition 
( ) The,ory 
specify 
g, Do you write music? ( ) Yes ( ) .No 
If yes, what kind? 
Tanle: i 
Martha E. Banks Master's Thesis 
Please desc-ribe your present mooda 
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!~rune a 
On a scrale of zero (0) to four (4), please circle the number 
•:1:l.ch describes how ~ of the adjective groups below applies to 
~·our present · mood. 
1. INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, 
Concentrating, Attending, Attracted, Curious 
• * n~t at*all g l i 
* * * * * * * 2 " ENJOYMENT-JOYa 
Merry, Delighted, Joyful 
not at all O 
* * * * 
* * * * ) ., SURPRISE-STARTLE a 
1 
* 
* 
2 
* 
* 
4 verv much 
* 'It * 
* * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
not at all 0 
* 
* 
* 
* 4~ DIS'I'Il.ESS-ANGUISH, 
* 
* 
1 
* 
* 
2 
* 
* 
.3 
I 
4 v-ery much 
* * * 
* * * 
Sad, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
not at all 0 
* * * * * 
* * * * * 5, DISGUST-CONTENPTa 
1 
* 
* 
2 
* 
* 
.3 
* 
* 
4 very much 
* ~ * 
* * * 
Sneerl.ng, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
not at all 0 
: : I 
6. ANGER-RAGEa 
1 
* 
* 
2 
I 
Angry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
* 
* 
* 
* 
not at all 0 
: : I 
/, SH.61'1E-liUMILIATIONa 
1 
# 
2 
I 
J 
I 
Embarrassed, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
not at all 0 
t : : : : 
'3, FEAR-TERROR, 
1 
I 
2 
* 
* 
J 
I 
Scared, Afraid, Terrified, Panicked 
not at all 0 
... * 
·ll- * 
1 
I 
2 
I 
4 very much 
I : : 
4 very much 
# # I 
4 very much 
* 
* 
I I 
4 very much 
: : t 
* 
* 
* • 
* 
* 
I 
I 
* 
* 
* 
* 
t 
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T~ble 3 (con t i n ue d ) 
Martha E. Banks MRster•s Thesis bITIAL EXERCISE 
Please describe your mood after relaxing, 
On a scale of zero (0) to four (4)' please circle the number 
11hich desbribes how~ of the adjective groups below applies to 
~rour mood. 
1. I i~TEREST-EXCITEMENT 1 
Concentrating, Attending, Attracted, Curious 
not at all 0 1 2 J 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * * ? .. ENJOYMENT-JOY a 
}'ierry, Delighted, Joyful 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
" SURPRISE-STARTLE a_,. Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * !j,. DISTRESS-ANGUISH a
Sad, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * 
it 
* * * * * * * * 5. DISGUST-CONTEMPT a 
Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 6, P_NGER-HJl.GE 1 
Angry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,., SHAME-HUMILIATION, I ~ 
Embarrassed, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * 
.. 
* * * * * * * * 
.. .. * 
e. FEAR-TERROR, 
Scared, Afraid, Terrified, Panicked 
not at all 0 l 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * 
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'I'a.ble 3 (co1~t inued) 
Nartha E. Banks Master's Thesis SELECTION #1 
Selection #ls 
On a scale of zero (0) to four (4), please circle the nUl'lber 
which describes how each of the adjective groups below applies to 
the muslc you just heard. 
1. INTEREST-EXCITEME1'1T 1 
Concentrating. Attending, Attracted, Curious 
not at all 0 1 
* * * * * * 2. ENJOYHENT-JOY1 
Merry, Delighted, Joyful 
not at all 0 1 
2 
* 
2 
J 4 very much 
* * * 
J 4 very much 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * J. SURPRISE-STARTLE, 
Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * 4. DISTRESS-ANGUISH, 
S~d, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
not at all 0 i 2 J 4 very much 
* * * * * * 
.5. DISGUST-CONTE!-1PT1 
Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
not at all O 
* * * 6 0 ANGER-F..AGE1 
1 
* 
2 
* 
.Aru:t;ry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
not at all 0 
* * * 7. SHAME-Hm1ILIATION1 
1 
* 
2 
* 
J 
J 
* 
Embarrflssed, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
not at all 0 1 2 J 
4 very ·much 
* * 
4 very much 
* * 
4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * 8. FEAR-TERROR 1 * 
ScarPd, Afraid, Terrified, Panicked 
not at all 0 1 2 J 4 very much 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to Selection #1. 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Martha E. Banks Master's Thesis SELECTION #2 
Selection #21 
On a scale of zero (0) to four(~), please circle the number 
which describes how each of the adjective groups below appliesto 
tile music you just heard. 
1. INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, 
Concentrating, Attending, Attracted, Curious 
not at all 0 1 
* * * * * * 
2. ENJOYMENT-JOY, 
Merry, Delighted, Joyful 
not at all 0 
* * * * * J. SURPRISE-STARTLE1 
1 
* 
2 J 4 very much 
* * * * * 
2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * 
Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * 4. DISTRESS-ANGUISH, 
Sad, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * 5. DISGUST-CONTEMPTa 
Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
not at all 0 1 2 3 
* * * * * * * * 6. ANGER-BAGEa 
Angry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
not at all 0 1 2 3 
* * * * * * * 7. SHAME-HUMILIATIONa 
Embarrassed, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
not"at all 0 1 2 3 
4 very much 
* * 
4 very much 
* 
4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * 
8. FEAR-TEBBOR1 * * 
Scared, Afraid, Terrified, Panicked 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * ~ * * w * 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to Selection #2. 
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I' fl D i e 3 ( CO n t. i n U E rl ) 
Martha E. Br:inks Master's Thesis SELECTIOt4 #3 
Selection #3• 
On a scale of %ero {O) to fout (4), please circle the number 
which describes how each of the adjective groups below applies to 
the music you just heard. 
1. INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, Concentrating, Attending, Attracted, Curious 
not at all O 1 
* * * * * * 
2. E~JOYMENT-JOYa 
Merry, Delighted, Joyful 
* * 
not at all O 
* * 
t. 
1 
* 
2 3 4 very much 
* * * * 
2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * 
J• SURPRISE-STARTLE, Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
* * * * * * * * * * 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* 
4
0 
DISTRESS-ANGUISH, Sad, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
not at all O 
* * * 
* 
1 2 
* 
3 
* 
4 vary much 
* * * 
5• DISGUST-CONTEMPT• Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
note.tall 0 1 2 3 
* * * * * * * * 
4 very much 
* * * 
6 • ANGER-RAGE a Angry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
not at all O 1 2 3 
* * * * w * * tt 
4 very much 
* * 
7. SHAME-HUMILIATION• 
Embarrassed, Ashamed, Quilty, Shy 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* tt * * * * * * * * * 
8 • FEAR-TERROR 1 Scared, Afra14, Terrified, Panicked 
2 4 very much 
* * 
* 
* * 
* * 
·it 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
not at all 0 1 3 
* * * * * * * * * * * tt * * 
* * * * * * * • * * * * * * 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to Selection HJ• 
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Tabl.'.:: 3 (corit in ued) 
Martha E. Banks Master's Thesis SELECTION #4 
Selection #4 
On a scale of zero (0) to four (4), please circle the number 
c-rhich describes how each of the adjective groups below applies to 
the music you just heard. 
1. INTEREST-EXCITEMENT1 
Concentrating, Attending, Attracted, Curious 
not at all 0 1 
* * * * * * 2. ENJOYMENT-JOY• 
Merry, Delighted, Joyful 
not at all 0 
* * * * 30 SURPRISE-STAB.TLE1 
1 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
3 
* 
J 
* 
4 very much 
* * * 
4 very much 
* * * 
Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
not at all 0 1 2 J 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * 4. DISTRESS-ANGUISH, * 
Sad, UnhRppy, Miserable, F~els Like Crying 
not at all O 
* * * * * 5. DISGUST-CO~TEMPT1 
1 2 
* 
J 
* 
4 very much 
* * * 
Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
not at all 0 1 2 J 
* * * * * • · * * 6 • ANGER-RAGE a 
Angry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
not t'.t all 0 
* * * * * 7• SHAME-HUhILIATIOa1 
1 
* 
2 
* 
J 
* 
Embarrasses, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
not at all 0 1 2 J 
4 very much 
* * * 
4 very much 
* * 
4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * 8. FEAR-TEBROB.1 
Scared, Afraid, Terrified, Panicked 
not at all 0 
* * * * * 
1 
* 
2 
* 
3 
* 
4 very much 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to Selection #4. 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Martha E. Banks Master's Thesis SELECTIO~ #5 
Selection #51 
On a scale of zero (0) to four (4), please ci~cle the number 
which describes how each of the adjective groups below applies to 
the music you just h~ard. 
1. I1.JTEREST-EXCITEMENT1 
Concentration, attending, Attraction, Curious 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * 
t: 
* * * * 2. ENJOYMENT-JOY a 
Merry, Delighted, Joyful 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * 3, SURPRISE-STARTLE, 
Sudden Reaction to Something Unexpected, Astonished 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * 4, DISTRESS-ANGUISH, 
Sad, Unhappy, Miserable, Feels Like Crying 
not at all 0 1 2 3 4 very much 
* * 
11 
* * * * 5. DISGUST-CONTEMPT, 
Sneering, Scornful, Disdainful, Revulsion 
not at all 0 
6. ANGER-RAGE, 
1 
* 
2 
* 
Angry, Hostile, Furious, Enraged 
not at all 0 1 2 
* * * 7 • SHAl1E-HUMILIATION1 
3 
* 
3 
* 
Embarrassed, Ashamed, Guilty, Shy 
not at all 0 1 2 3 
4 very much 
* * 
4 very much 
* * * 
4 very much 
* * * * * * * * * * * B. FEAR-TERROR, 
Scared, Afraid, Terrified, Panicked 
* 
* 
* 
* 
not at all 0 
* 
* 
* 
* 
1 
* 
* 
2 
* 
* 
3 
* 
* 
4 very much 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to Selection #5. 
What function does music serve in your life? 
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Procedure 
'Ihe sub ject.s, who participated in groups of one to 
four people, each filled out a demografhic questionnaire 
prior to r£ceiving the response packet. As practice, and to 
tarniliarize the subjects with the 3.Ctual questionnaire used 
for the collection of data, the first page of the response 
packet was a baseline maasure, about which subjects could 
asK questions. After the baseline data was collected, the 
subjects had practice in listening to the cassette recorder 
with the tollowing relaxation exercise: 
"Sit ,1uietly in a comfor-table position." 
(7-second pause) 
"Close your eyes." (8-second pause) 
"Deeply relax all your muscles, beginning at 
your feet and progressing up to y3ur face." (12-second 
p:t use) 
pa USi2) 
"Keep them deE:ply relaxad. 11 ( 14-second 
"l:3reathe through your n0se." (8-second 
"Become aware of your br~athing. 11 
pause) 
pause) 
(9- second 
"As you breathe out, say the word 'nine• 
silently to yourself." (7-second pause) 
"Count down from •nine• to •one•, When you 
n=.:ach •one•, continue to repeat •one' on the out 
breath." (3 minute, 1O-second pause~ 
"I am going to count from •one• tc •ten•. As I 
c:Junt from • one• to •ten•, gradually cpf:n your eyes 
anu ~it u~ strr1i-Ji:t., 11 (9-s1-~cord pause) 
" J n.,,.,.11 (5-s, : con,i paas~) 
'i'wo," (S-~ ;ccon \i pause) 
Thr.::.-i." (5-.st?C)nll paU.-38) 
Four." (5-second pausl?) 
Fiv~." (S-sec0nrj r-,ouse) 
Six." (5-s•=cond pause) 
s~v ·~n, 11 (5-seconJ pause) 
"Ei~ht. 11 (5-second pause) 
"Nine." (5-second paus9) 
"Ten." (14-.second pau.:;e) 
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"Pleas~ turn to thP page in your response packet 
t!1at is laliellE-d • rr.itia.l Exercise•, and fill it out 
as ai.rected. 11 
Atte.r the s,1bj8cts completed the "Initial Exercise" 
page, thty wer~ told: 
"What you will hea.r f.rom now on are some short 
selections of music. There is a page in the response 
packet, similar to the on~s you have already filled 
out, to be filled out ~f~~I each piece of music. I 
will announca before and ~fter each piece of music 
which selection numher it is. Atter the music has 
ended, please turn to the corresponding page, read the 
directions at the top of the page, and fill it out as 
directed," 
Atter the fi.rst selection, the experimenter said, 
"Please note that there is~ place at the bottom of the page 
to r-eco.rd any thoughts o.r comm-ants you have." when the 
fifth selection was completed, the experimenter said, 
"Please note that there is an Rdditional question at the 
b~ttom ot this page, and please answe?r- it." liihen all 
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subjects stopped writing, the questionnaires were collected 
and the experiment~c thdnked ~ach subject and asked for 
teadbact. 
Atter <=ach session, the infor~ation from the 
quastiounaires was coded and antered into a data file in the 
computer. 
Expecimental Conditions 
The musical variations were randomly assigned one of 
ei~ht ora~rs for presentation to the subjects. In order to 
ensure that each musical variation was heard by an equal 
number of subjects, and that each of the musical components 
was heard at least twice by each subject, a minimal amount 
of intentional j uqg ling was done before the final orders 
were reached. The orders of the musical selections are in 
table 4. 
The experimenter had a list of numbers which 
corresponded to the numbers on the counter of the cassette 
recorder at the beginning of each of the pieces of music. 
That served the dual purposes of facilitating eas~ in 
turning the cassette from one selection to another and of 
keeping the experimenter frcm knowing which pieces would be 
played during a particular experimental session. The actual 
assignment of subjects to specific orners of music was 
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controlled so tlut th •j Providenc":' Sinqers were distcibuted 
among dll ei,Jht <ffLl ➔ rs, and, at tha en.J of the expeciment. 
so ti1at the:re wi:::re t~n s11bj'?cts wr.o haJ hea.r,1 each order and 
tnareby fifty subjects who heard e~ch of the musical 
::,1:::lections. 
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r a tJl e 4 
oi:ct ,1rs of Mu!5ical S'=lections 
1 • slo111 fast fast slow fast 
alto E h 
* 
E h * E h * alto 
major major minor major minor 
2. slow slow fast slow fast 
alto alto ,il to E h E h 
minJr major major minor minor 
j. slo111 fast. fast fast slow 
E h E h E h alto alto 
major minor major- minor major 
4. slow fast 3 low slow fast 
E h alto E h alto alto 
mi.nor minor major minor major 
s. fast. slow slow fast slow 
alto E h i.lto E h E h 
minor major major minor minor 
6. fdSt slow fast fast. slow 
alto E h alto E h alto 
major minor :ninor major minor 
7. fast slow slow fast slow 
E h alto E h alto E h 
major minor minor ma ;or major 
8. fast fast slow slow tast 
E; h alto alto alto E h 
minoc ma jnr minor major major 
* E h in this and all other tables cepresents the English 
horn. 
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Pilot Study 
The pilot run for the present consisted of a mass 
administration of the expariment to 147 undergraduate 
students 1.n d llniversity of Rhode Island introductory 
psycholoyy course. Stimulus music tor the pilot run was the 
same as in th~ actual experiment (see table 1). The order 
of the music lildS! 
1 • tast alto minor 
2. rast E h minor 
3. slow E h minor 
4. fast E h major 
5. slow dlto major 
6. fast alto major 
7. slow E h major 
8. slow alto minor 
A multiple-choice questionnaire (table 19 in the 
Appendix) was used to collect the emotional responses to the 
music. 
stud Y• 
Several problems were revealed through the pilot 
The method of data collection was inadequate as some 
subjects did not seem to be able to understand the 
directions for filling out the response questionnairer 
resulting in multiple responses which were not described as 
a hierarchy. Several subjects inserted emotional choices 
which overlapped those under study. 
The mass admini3trdtion necessitated the use of a 
in this case, a lecture hall with an 
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ampbitheat~r dasign Wds used and the stimulus music 
As~ result, there was no control over the sound 
level and there are, therefore, no ycounds for assuming that 
acoustic conditions were similar for all subjects. 
ALalysis of the data ccllected in the pilot study was 
virtually impossible. Factor analysis of the responses 
yielded no significant results. A visual examination of the 
response aistrioutions led to the untestable conclusion that 
tempo s~emEd to have an effect on the responses. 
The experimental situation was less than ideal. Use 
of a ldrye group led to distraction as subjects complained 
about laughter and talking, both while the music was playing 
and while the subiects were writing responses. The 
experimEntEr was not able to control the manner in which 
subjects responded; i.e., the questionnaires were a single 
page with spaces for responses to ten musical selections and 
tive subjects gave responses to nine or ten selections, when 
only eight were played. 
The responses to the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth 
selections contained many references to disgust or boredom. 
As a r~sult of the problems encountered in the pilot 
study, ~he response questionnaire was revised with the use 
of a Likert scale and groupings of emotions, rather than 
multiple choice with a limited description of the emotional 
groups. Acoustics wece controlled to maintain similarity 
araong experimental sessions. Data analysis was facilitaterl 
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~ith tne use ot 2iqht or1ers of the musical selections so 
tnat ~roper st1tistical analysis could be made. Smaller 
numbers ot subjects in the experimental sessions and imposed 
cestrictioLs on commuuic1tion removed some of the 
contoundiug factors. 
reduced from eignt 
response5 would be 
The number ot musical selections was 
to five with the expectation that the 
most meaninqtul if there were little 
opportunity tor confounding of results due to fatigue. 
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C !i APT E i1 I I I 
PESUL ·rs 
Tue data was collectFJ in five groups as each subject 
heard 1ive selections of the musical stimuli. That method 
ot data collection mad~ thrEd levels of analysis necessary: 
(1) tbt':: rive 
in:lividually, 
qroups of emotional responses were analyzed 
(2) contaxt was taken into account as chanyes 
in the musical variables occurred from one selection to the 
n-2 x t, and ( 3) tha emotional responses were summed across 
selections and analyzed as one large group. 
Initially, all of the data vas entered into the 
Statistical Packag~ for the social Sciences (SPSS, 
fraquencies program for a quick examination of bad elements 
and tle distributions of the emotional responses. A second 
set of distributions was run with the corrected data (see 
table 14 in the Appendix). 
Besponse distributions with restricted rang~ and 
extr~mE sk~wness 
the study; the 
DlSGUST-CONTEMPT, 
FF.AR-TER1WR. 
were noted as possibly inappropriate for 
affacted emotional q~oups included 
ANGER-I<AGt, SHA~E-HUMILIATILN and 
An SPSS st8pwise (usin ~1 Wili<s' lambda) discriminant 
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dndlysis was Jone t0 datermine if all of the emotional 
r~spons~s rormed ad~quat~ly ditferinq patterns to accurately 
discrimindte drnong tha groups of ruusical Stlections each 
subject 
correct 
nEard. Tne 
cldssificdtidn 
shown in tablt 5. 
discriwin~nt dnalysis resulted in the 
of 77.S% of tha eighty subjects, as 
The response data was then entered into an SPSS 
reliability analysis to determine if each of the five groups 
of ~motional respon3es was measuring the same tasic emotions 
(see taLle 6). 
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Table 5 
ors-:Fif1INANr ANALYSIS, ALL RESPONSES 
Pr a diet ion Results 
Pl"Edicted Group Membership 
gp. 1 yp, 2 y p. J I.JP• 4 qp. 5 (j?. 6 gp. 7 gp. 8 
AC ti.id 1 Group 
gr-oup 1 ~- o. o. 1 • o. o. o. o. 
group 2 1 • 8. o. o. o. 1. o. o. 
group j 0. 1. 8. o. o. o. o. , . 
group 4 J. o. o. 6. o. o. 1 • o. 
group 5 1 • o. o. o. 7. 2. o. o. 
group b 1 • 1 • o. o. o. 8. o. o. 
group 7 1 • o. o. o. , . o. 7. 1 • 
y roup 8 1. o. o. o. o. o. o. 9. 
per-c1:::nt of "grouped" cases correctly cl3.ssified: 77.50~ 
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Tac.;le o 
l~liaLili~y Analysis fer INTEHE3T-tXCITEMBNT 
Mean Var-iance Item- alpha 
If ltF.m It I t-2 m Total If Item 
O~letf'-i Deletei CorcE ·l. Deleted 
Selecti0ri !I 1 7.tH871 11".29731 0.47822 0.81tj8J 
So?lection ,2 7.d227R 11.66050 o.74592 o.73629 
SE:lection II] 7.86076 12.89062 0.76829 0.73834 
SE l~c tio n #4 7.b20L5 14.05907 0.55289 o.79727 
Selection #5 7.88608 13.66634 o.52609 0. 80bf:d 
alpha = O.cl1741 
~8liability lnalysis for ENJOYMENT-JOY 
Mean Variance Item- alpha 
If Item If Item Total If Item 
Delet<?d Delete:d Corcel. Deleted 
SelE:ction # 1 5. 27ti4'3 'J.53684 0.36024 o.t:6497 
Selection ff2 5.51899 8.81694 0.50129 0.60804 
Selection Id s. 4 o 8 'JS 8.89322 0.52979 0.59942 
Selection 114 ~i.16456 8.11360 0.46187 0.62405 
Selectior. 15 ~.40506 8.83382 o. 36640 0.66855 
alp1ta = 0.68372 
Table 6 (continued, 
ct&Liability Analysis for SURPRISE-STARTLE 
M-3an Variance Item-
If It<3m If Item Total 
Deleted Deleted Correl. 
S~lection 11 2.54430 7.6358] 0.34066 
.Selection 12 2.27848 5.94710 0.60983 
Selection #3 2.41772 6.78481 0.59918 
Selection 14 2. 16456 5.78027 0.57075 
Selection #5 2.34177 fi.20221 0.50672 
alpha= 0.75J04 
Heliability Analysis for DISTRESS-ANGUISH 
Mean Variance Item-
If Item If Item Total 
Deleted Deleted Correl. 
Selection 11 l.01266 8.6280tt 0.27212 
Selection i2 2.73418 6.65920 0. 4 25 3 5 
Selection i] 2.67C89 6.63389 0. 57 087 
Selection Jij 2.77215 8.79357 0.13148 
Se:lectior. #5 2.58228 6.70789 0.41921 
alpha= 0.60129 
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alpha 
If Item 
Deleted 
o.76375 
0.67369 
0.68950 
0.69051 
0.71533 
alpha 
If Item 
Deleted 
0. 58619 
0. 5 06 31 
0.42996 
0.65483 
o.s1019 
Tal..>l e b (continued) 
tel1ctbility Analysis tcr DISGUST-CONTEMPT 
M~dn Var: idnce Item-
If Item If Item Total 
DeletE:d Del,eted Correl. 
Selection If 1 1.3921+1 5.44661 0.47580 
Select i:-.> r. ,2 1.2~114 4. 72184 0.58210 
Selection Id 1.37975 5.1103'> 0.55086 
Selectio11 flt 1.39241 5.29276 0.42871 
Selection •s 1.22785 £+.10127 0.62886 
dlµha = D.7600] 
Reliability Analysis for ANGEd-RAGE 
M<=lan Vaciance Item-
It Item It Item rotal 
Daleted Deleted Cor:r:el. 
Selection #1 0.62025 2. 0334 J 0.28505 
Selection #2 o.~4430 1.]7942 0.66]56 
selection #3 0.53165 1.3'3040 0.64762 
Sialection #4 0.64557 2.25738 0.26010 
Selection ff:, 0.54430 1.68711 0.42056 
ell p ha = 0. 6 ~ 4 5 7 
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alpha 
If Item 
Deleted 
0.73615 
0.69783 
0.11168 
o.1s109 
0.68038 
3lpha 
If Item 
Delet.e-d 
0.70508 
0.53522 
o.54362 
0.70951 
0.66051 
Tao le h (cont in u ea) 
~~liaLility Analysis for SHAME-HUctILIATION 
Mean Variance Item-
If Item If ltGm Total 
Ds=leted Deleted Correl. 
Seh,ction # 1 0.92405 4.12236 0.67226 
Selectiou #2 0.82278 3.63486 0.76282 
Selection #J 0.82278 J.86563 0.68126 
Selection fl.j 0.911]9 5.15871 0.31065 
Selo:ction 15 0.77215 3.22947 o.78927 
alpha= O.b3711 
ieliability Analysis for FEAR-TERROR 
Mean Variance Item-
If Item If Item Total 
Deleted Deleted Correl. 
Selection • 1 1. 1 3924 4. 19831 0.36155 
Selection if 2 0.84810 2.82278 0.48880 
Selection #] 0.93671 2.80364 0.65201 
Selection f4 1. 13924 4.27524 0.35923 
Selection f5 0.8~873 2.86141 o. q 3059 
alpha= 0.67572 
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alpha 
If Item 
Deleted 
0.19100 
0.16121 
o.79216 
0.87396 
o.75899 
alpha 
If Item 
Deleted 
0.66]52 
0.60143 
0.51030 
0.66758 
0.64080 
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'Idble 7 
u ISCH Hl IN ANT A NALYSLi, MOS'f RELIABLE RES PONS ES 
Pr.a diet ion Results 
Pr:~dicted Group Membership 
g p. 1 qp. 2 gp. J q p. 4 g p. 5 q p. 6 gp. 7 gp. 8 
Actudl Group 
g r:o up 1 7. o. o. 3. o. o. o. 0. 
y I:OUi:' 2 1 • 7. 1 • 1 • o. o. o. 0. 
group 3 1 • o. 3. 0. o. o. o. 1 • 
g r:o uµ 4 3. o. o. 7. 0. o. o. 0. 
group 5 o. o. 1 • o. 8. 1 • o. o. 
y roup b o. 2. 2. 0 • o. 6. o. o. 
group 7 2. o. o. o. 1 • o. 6. 1 • 
yr:oup 8 1 • o. o. 1 • 0. o. o. 8. 
!,iEI:CE;nt of "yrouped" cases correctly classified: 71, 25% 
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The responses which lcwered the reliability WHre 
H= ;noved from 
ot correctly 
71.25h (ste 
the iiscriminant analysi5 with the percentage 
classifi~d subjects decrEasing from 77.5% to 
Table 7). Tbe level of corr~ct classification 
anJ the reliability levEls were high, 
co11tinuE-tl analysis was war-ranted. 
signalling that 
The next step was the actual beginning of the first 
level of analysis. An SPSS crosstabulation of each 
emotional response with the corresponding characteristics of 
the music was obtained (e.g., the first INTErtEST-EXCITEMENT 
responses were crosstabulated with the tempi, instruments# 
modes, 
mod~s, 
and combinations of tempi and instruments, tempi and 
instruments and modes, and tempi, instruments, and 
mod~s of the first selections heard). In addition to 
examining the res?onses with corresponding selections of 
music# the immediate changes in tempo, instrument, and mode 
were examined for the second, third, fourth, and fifth 
groups of emotional responses, in ocder to account for the 
importance of context in the prediction of responses (the 
second level of analysis). Statistics obtained from the 
crosstabulation includ~d the significance of chi square. 
The siqnificant crosstabulations of emotional r€sponses and 
musical components are in table 15 in the Appendix. The 
si-Jnificant. crosstabulations 
ill 
of changes 
the Appendix. 
in musical 
componeDts are in table 16 
An SPSS three-way a na 1 y sis of vari~nce ~as run to 
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determine the si'jnificance cf int ,~r-action among the tempo, 
instrum~nt, and mode of the mu3ical selections heard 
immediately bEfore 8ach of the emotional responses was made, 
tor- the fir-~t level ot analysis. 
The analyses of vdriance indicatg that the fast tempo 
elicits INTEREST-EXCITE~ENT and ENJOYMENT-JOY emotions; slov 
tempo elicits DISTRESS-ANGUISH and FEAR-TEEROR emotions; 
voice elicits SHAME-HUMILIATION responses; English born 
elicits INTEREST-EXCITEMENT emotions; minor mode elicits 
SURPRIS~-STARTLE and ANGER-RAGE emotions; combinations of 
fast tempo and voice elicit INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, 
ENJOYMENT-JOY, and SURPRISE-STARTLE emotions; fast tempo and 
minor mode elicit ENJOYMENT-JOY emotions; slow tempo and 
minor mode elicit SHAME-HUMILIATION emotions; fast tempo and 
minor mod€ played on the English horn elicit 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT emotions; and fast tempo and minor mode 
sung by an alto elicit ENJOYMENT-JOY emotions. 
Those responses which showed significance at a 
probability level of .05 or less in the analysis of variance 
were entered into an SPSS stepwise multiple regression 
analysis with the tempi. instruments, and modes of all of 
the musical selections hear-d previous to tha emotional 
response to check tor the importance of context of the 
Var-ious musical components. The multiple regression 
analysis indicated that the INTEREST-EXCITEMENT responses to 
the fourth and fifth selections. the ENJOYMENT-JOY responses 
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to the fifth selections, the SURP~ISE-STARTLE responses to 
th~ third selections, and the FEAR-TERROR responses to the 
second selections were definitely contextual responses. 
Analysis of variance was repeated using the contextually 
important musical variables as derived from the multiple 
re~ression analyses as well as the immediately preceding 
and mode c hang~ s. ( The SPSS analyses of tempo, instrum~nt, 
variance suppressed the interaction effects in all of the 
contextual analyses with the message "Due to empty cells or 
a sinyular matrix, hi'::}her order interactions have been 
suppressed." Nevertheless, it is clear that context is 
important although it is not possible to ascertain any of 
the contextual interactions which occurred.) 
The significant contextual analyses of variance 
inlicatEd that changes in tempo aftact ENJOYMENT-JOY and 
DISTRESS-ANGUISH 
instrumentation 
groups 
affect 
of emotions; changes in 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, ENJOYMENT-JOY, 
SURPhISE-STARTLE, DISTI.U:SS-ANtWISH, SHAl'!E-HUMILIATION., and 
FEAR-TE~Roa groups; and changes in mode affect 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, SURPRISE-STARTLE, and DISTRESS-ANGUISH 
groups of emotions. More complex contextual relationships 
included tempo of the first selection and the ENJOY~ENT-JOY 
responses to the second selection; instrument of the first 
selection and tempo of the second selection with FEAR-TERROR 
responses to the second selection; instrument of the second 
selection and INTEREST-EXCITEMENT responses to the fifth 
SE: l0ct.ion; 
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tL,~ cc;;i,bin<ition of instr-ument ot th~ second 
sel~ctio1i and ternµo •::.>f the third selection with 
ENJOYMEN1-JJY cesponscs to the fifth selection. In addition 
to musical context, emotional context was examined through 
multiple r~gression dnalysis and an~lysis of vaciance. 
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Table 8 
SIGhIFICANT INDIVICUAL ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
ENJOYMENT-JOY &esp0nses to SelPction 11 
by Tempo1 
Instrument1 
Modt:=1 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation Squares df Square 
Tempo1 6.612 1 6.612 
In::;trumentl 0. 112 1 0. 112 
Modt:?1 0.312 1 o.312 
'l'empo1 Instrument 1 2. 112 1 2.112 
'Iempo1 ModE:: 1 0. 112 1 0. 112 
Instrument1 Mo de 1 0.012 1 0.012 
'fe1opo1 Instrumerat1 Model 1. 0 12 1 1. 012 
Residual 71 • 0 99 72 0.987 
Total 81.387 79 1. 0 30 
ANGER-hAGE Responses to Sel€ction #1 
by Tempo 1 
Instrument1 
Model 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation Squares df Square 
Tempol 0.050 1 0.050 
Instrument 1 0.050 1 0.050 
Model 0.800 1 0.800 
Tempo1 Instrument 1 0.200 1 0.200 
Tempo1 Model 0.050 1 0.050 
Instrumentl Model 0.050 1 o.oso 
Tempo 1 Instrument 1 Model 0.200 1 0.200 
Residual 11.800 72 0 .164 
Total 13. 20 0 79 0.167 
Significance 
F of F 
6 .6 96 0.012 
0. 114 0.737 
0.316 0.575 
2.139 0.148 
0. 114 0.737 
0.013 0.911 
1.025 0.315 
Signi fie a nee 
F of F 
0. 30 5 0.582 
0.305 0.582 
4.881 0.030 
1. 2 20 0.213 
0. 3 05 0 .5 82 
0. J 05 0.582 
1. 2 20 0.273 
Taola d (continued) 
F~A~-TEi~Ort Responsas t0 Sal2ction #1 
by Tempo 1 
Instrument: 1 
Model 
Sum of Mean 
Souc-ce :) f V,1r i.:1 t ion squac-es df Square 
Tempel 0.200 1 0.200 
Instrument1 o.oso 1 ll.050 
Mode 1 0.050 1 0.050 
Tempo 1 Instrument 1 0.050 1 u.oso 
Tewpo1 Mode1 0.050 1 0.050 
Instrument1 Model 0.200 1 0.200 
'l'e 111po 1 Instru111ent1 ;'tad.a 1 0.800 , 0.800 
Re3idual 9.800 72 0.136 
'Iota l 11.200 79 0.142 
F 
1.469 
0.367 
0. 367 
0.367 
0.367 
1.469 
5.878 
INT~BEST-EXCITEMENT Responses to Selection 12 
by Tempo2 
Instrument2 
Mode2 
Sum of Mean 
Soui:-ce of Variation Squares df Square F 
'I'empo2 1. 250 , 1.250 0.791 
Instrument2 0.800 1 0.800 o.s 06 
Mode2 1. 250 1 1.250 0. 7 91 
Tempo2 Instt'ument2 o.oso 1 0.050 0.032 
Tempo2 l'lode2 5.000 1 5.000 3.163 
Instrument2 Mode2 0.450 1 0.450 0.285 
Tempo2 Instrument2 P1ode2 7.200 1 7.200 4.555 
Residual 113. 799 72 1. 58 1 
Total 129.799 79 1.643 
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Significance 
of F 
0.229 
0.546 
0.546 
0.546 
0.546 
0 • .229 
0.018 
Significance 
of F 
0.377 
0.479 
0.377 
0.859 
o.oso 
0.595 
0.036 
Tri.tile H (continued) 
ENJOY~ENI-JOY Responses ~o Selection #2 
by Tem{Jo2 
Instrume nt2 
Mode2 
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Sum of Me-1n Significance 
!::iourc.a of Vc1 ria. tion Squar-es df Square F 
Tempo2 2.450 1 2.450 2. 706 
In:3tC"UlllEnt2 0.800 1 0.800 0.883 
MoJe2 0.050 1 o.oso 0.055 
Tempo.2 Instr umen t.2 0.200 1 u.200 0.221 
Tempo2 Modt:2 4.U50 1 4.050 4.472 
Insti.:um~nt.2 Mod~2 1.800 1 1 .8 00 1.988 
Tl2m[-Jo2 lnstrument2 Mode2 5. 00 0 1 5.000 5.522 
Residual 65. 1g9 12 0.<)06 
Total 7 '}. 5 49 7g 1. 00 7 
DISTaESS-ANGUISII Responses to Selection #2 
by Tempo 2 
Inst run,e nt2 
l'1od.a2 
sum of Me11n 
Source ot: Variation Squares df Square F 
1'empo2 21.012 1 21.01 2 o. 30 
Instrument2 1.012 1 1.012 o. 979 
MoJe2 0.612 1 0.612 0.592 
Te111po2 Insti:ument2 2. 112 1 2. 112 2. 04 2 
Tempo2 Mode2 0.012 1 0.012 0.012 
In.stcument2 Mode2 l. 612 1 3.612 3.491 
Tempo2 Instrument2 Mode2 5.512 1 5.512 5.328 
Besidual 74.499 72 1.035 
Total 108.387 79 1.372 
of F 
0.104 
0.350 
0.815 
0.640 
0.038 
0.163 
0.022 
Significance 
of F 
0.000 
0.326 
0.444 
0.157 
0.913 
0.066 
0.024 
Tabl~ 8 (continued) 
FEAri-TE~BO~ aesponsas to s~lection w2 
by Tempo2 
Instrument2 
Mode2 
Sum of Mean 
source of Variation Squares df Square 
Tempo2 3.612 1 3.612 
Instruwent2 0. 6 12 1 0.612 
Mode2 1.012 1 1.012 
Tempo2 Instrument 2 0.012 1 0.012 
tempo2 Mode2 2. 8 12 1 2.812 
In:;trumE:nt2 Mode2 1.012 1 1.012 
Tempo2 Instrum~nt2 Mode2 6.612 1 6.612 
Residual 39.300 72 0.546 
Total 54.987 79 0.696 
F 
6.618 
1.122 
1. 855 
0.02.3 
5.153 
1.855 
12. 12 
INTEREST-EXCIT~MENT Responses to Selection #3 
by Tem poJ 
Instrument3 
ModeJ 
sum of Medn 
Source ot Variation Squares df Square F 
Tempo] 5.000 1 5.000 4.737 
Inst.rument3 0.200 1 0.200 0.189 
Mode3 0.200 1 0.200 0.189 
Tempo] Instrument3 s.ooo 1 5.000 4. 131 
Tempo] Modi;J 1.800 1 1. 8 00 1. 705 
Instrum~nt3 Mode3 0.800 1 0.800 o.758 
TempoJ InstcumentJ Model 0.200 1 0.200 0.189 
Residual 76. 000 72 1.056 
Total 89.200 79 1 • 12 9 
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Significance 
of p 
0.012 
0.293 
O .177 
0.880 
0.026 
0 .177 
0.001 
Significance 
of F 
0.033 
0.665 
0 .665 
0.033 
0.196 
0.387 
0.665 
Taole 8 (continued) 
ENJUYMENT-JOY aespons~s to Selection •J 
by Tempo3 
Instrument] 
Mode] 
Sum of Mean 
Source ot Variation Syuares df Square 
Tempo3 12.800 1 12.80 
Instrul]11::1lt3 0.200 1 0.200 
Mode] 0.800 1 0.800 
T6-lll.(-,O] lustru:.nent3 4.050 1 4.050 
rernpoJ ModE3 0.450 1 0.450 
In.5trumentJ Mode 3 0.450 1 0.450 
Tempo3 1 nst r urn en t3 Mode) 0.800 1 o.uoo 
Residual 52.399 72 0.128 
Total 71.<349 79 0.911 
F 
17.59 
0.275 
1 • 099 
5.565 
0.618 
0. 6 18 
1. 099 
SURPRISE-STARTLE Responses to Selection #3 
by Tem.(-,o3 
In.stcun,ent3 
Mo,lo2 3 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation Squares df Square F 
Tewpo3 0.200 1 0.200 0. 3 51 
Instrument] 0.050 1 o.oso 0.088 
Mode3 0.450 1 0.450 0.190 
Te11poJ Instrument] 2.450 1 2.450 4.302 
Tempo] Mode 3 o.oso 1 0.050 0.088 
InstcumentJ Mode3 0.800 1 0.000 1.405 
Tempo3 Instrument] ModeJ 0.800 1 0.800 1.405 
Residual 41.000 72 0 .569 
Total 45.800 79 o.sso 
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Significance 
of F 
0.000 
0 .602 
0.298 
0.021 
0.434 
0.434 
0.298 
Sign if ica nee 
of F 
0.555 
0.768 
0.377 
0.042 
0.768 
0.240 
0.240 
Table 8 (ccrntinued) 
DljT&ESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection #3 
by T~mpo3 
Inst:r-ument3 
1.'1ode3 
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Sum of Mean Significance 
Source ot Variation Squa:r-es df Square F 
Te m po3 14.450 1 1 4. 45 17. 17 
InstrumentJ 1. 250 1 1.250 1. 4 85 
Mode3 0.200 1 0.200 0.238 
Tempo3 In.st:r-ument3 2.450 1 2.450 2. 911 
Te111po3 ~l odt. 3 o. 0 00 1 0.000 0.000 
Inst:r-ume nt 3 Mode3 0 • .200 1 u.200 0.238 
Tempo3 Inst:r-ument3 Mode3 0.800 1 0.800 0.951 
Residual 60.600 72 0.842 
Total 79.950 79 1.01 2 
SHAME-HUMILIATIUN Responses to Selection #3 
by Tempo3 
Inst['ument3 
Mode) 
Suru of Mean 
Source of Vdriation Squares df Square F 
Tempo] 1.012 1 1.012 2.730 
Instrument3 2.812 1 2.812 7.584 
Mode3 0. 112 1 0. 11 2 0.303 
Tempo3 Instrument3 l. 012 1 1.012 2.710 
Tempo) Mode3 0. 112 1 0.112 0.303 
Instrument) Hode3 0. 112 1 0. 112 0.303 
Tempo3 InstrumentJ M od.a3 0. 6 12 1 0.b12 1.652 
Residual 26.700 72 0.371 
Total 32.4E7 79 0.411 
of F 
0.000 
0.227 
0 .6 27 
0.092 
1.000 
0.627 
0.]33 
Significance 
of F 
0.103 
0.007 
0.583 
0.103 
0.583 
0.583 
0 .2 03 
Table U (continued) 
IN£lRES1-EXCI1EMENT Pesponses to Selaction •4 
by Temro4 
I nstrume nt4 
Mode4 
Source of Variation 
Tempo4 
Instr-ument4 
Mode4 
1empo4 I nstrumen t4 
Tempo4 Modt::4 
Instrument'+ Mode4 
Tempo4 Instr- umen t4 
Residual 
Total 
Sum of 
Squares 
5.512 
5.512 
0.612 
0. 112 
0. 112 
0. 112 
Mode4 1. 0 12 
84.500 
97.487 
l'lea n 
df Square 
1 5.512 , 5.512 
1 0.612 
1 0. 112 
1 0. 112 
1 0.112 
1 1.012 
72 1.17 4 
79 1.234 
ENJO~MENT-JOY Responses to Selection #4 
by Tempo4 
Instrument4 
Mode4 
sum of Mean 
Sour-ce of Variation Squares df square 
Tempo4 22.050 1 22. 05 
F 
4 .6 97 
4.6q7 
0.522 
0.096 
0.096 
0 .096 
0.86] 
p 
1 8. 55 
Instrument4 2.450 1 2. 45 0 2. 061 
Mode4 1.250 1 1.250 1.051 
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Significance 
of F 
0.034 
0.034 
0.472 
0.758 
o.1ss 
0.758 
0.356 
Significance 
of F 
0.000 
0 .155 
0.309 
Tempo4 lnstrument4 0.450 1 0.450 o. 319 0. 54 0 
Te:apo4 t1ode 4 2.450 1 2.450 2. 061 0.155 
Instrument4 Mode4 1.250 1 1.250 1.051 0.309 
Te llliJ0/.1, Instrument4 Mode4 2.450 1 2.450 2. 061 0.155 
Residual 85.600 72 1.189 
Total 117.950 79 1.493 
r ~ b l e t.l ( con t i n u c., d ) 
SUriPaISE-STA~TLE ~e3ponses to Selection #4 
by Temr ,o 4 
In.struwen t4 
MoJe4 
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sum of Mean Significance 
Source of Vdriation Squares df .square F 
Tempo4 2.450 1 2.45\.) 2.564 
I n.stz:-ume nt4 0.000 , 0.000 0.000 
Mode4 5.000 1 s.ooo 5.23) 
'l'empo4 Instr un,en t4 0.200 1 0.200 0.209 
Te11~04 Mode4 0.200 1 0.200 o. 2 09 
InstruIDent4 Mod~4 o.oso 1 o.oso 0.052 
Tempo4 lnstrumen t4 Mode4 1.250 1 1. 250 1.308 
Residual 68.799 72 0.956 
Total 77.949 79 0.IJ87 
DI~TRESS-ANGUISH Respon3es to Selection #4 
by Tem po4 
Instrument4 
Mode4 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation Squ:1 res df square F 
Tempo4 14.450 1 1 4. 45 16. 84 
Instrument4 1.800 1 1 • 8 00 2.097 
Mode4 0.200 1 0.200 0.233 
Tempo4 Instrument4 0.800 1 0.800 0.9]2 
Tempo4 Mode4 0.800 1 0.800 0.932 
Instruwent4 Mode4 1. 250 1 1.250 1.456 
Te~po4 lnstrument4 !'1ode4 0.450 1 0.450 0.524 
Residual 61.800 72 0.858 
Total 81.550 79 1 • 032 
of F' 
0.114 
1.000 
0.025 
0.649 
0 .6 4 9 
0.820 
0.257 
significance 
of F 
0.000 
0.152 
0.631 
0.338 
0.338 
0.231 
0.471 
Table 8 (continued) 
INfERES1-EXCITEMENT Respon~es to Selaction #5 
by Tem f!OS 
In.:;trume nt5 
Mod~S 
Suro of Mean 
Source of Var:-iation Sguar?.s df .:iquare 
rempo5 3.200 1 J.200 
Instrum€-ntS 0.050 1 o.oso 
Modes 1. 8 0 0 1 1 • 8 00 
Te mpo5 Instr11w,;::nt5 1.800 1 1.800 
'1'e1npo5 Mode'.:> 0.450 1 U.45J 
Instrument5 Modes 0.800 1 0.800 
Tewpo5 l nstrument5 i'io rl.8S 8.450 1 8.450 
Hesidual 100.200 12 1.392 
'Iotal 116.750 79 1.478 
ENJOYMENT-JOY R~sponses to Selection is 
by Tempos 
Instruments 
t1odaS 
sum of Mean 
sourca ot Variation Squares df Square 
Tempos 13.612 1 1 3. 61 
Instruments 3.612 1 3.612 
ModeS 1. 512 1 1 • 512 
Tempos Instruments 6. 6 12 1 6.612 
Tempos Modes 0.612 1 0.612 
Instruments Modes 0. 312 1 0.312 
Tempos Instrument 5 Mode5 1. 012 1 1.012 
Residual 83.099 12 1.154 
Total 110.387 79 1.397 
F 
2.299 
o. 0 36 
1. 2 93 
1. 2 9 3 
0.32] 
0.575 
6.072 
F 
11.79 
3.130 
1.310 
5.729 
0.531 
0.271 
0.811 
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Significance 
of F' 
0.134 
0.850 
0. 259 
0.259 
0.571 
0.451 
0.016 
Significance 
of F 
0.001 
0.081 
0.256 
0.019 
0.469 
0.604 
0.352 
·rahl2 r3 (continued) 
DIJIRESS-ANGUI~H Responses to Selection #5 
by rempo5 
Insti:-ument5 
MoJa5 
Sum '.)f Mean 
sour-ce of Var-iation Squar-es df Sguar-e F 
T.ampoS 1J.612 1 13.61 1 0. 98 
Instr-ument5 0. 312 1 0. 31 2 0.252 
MoLie5 1. 0 12 1 1.012 0.816 
Te mpo5 Instr- uw en t 5 0. 112 1 U. 112 0.091 
TerapoS Mode5 2. 112 1 2. 112 1. 7 03 
Iu3tl:"UIDE:nt5 Mode5 0.012 1 0.012 0.010 
Te mpo5 Instr- umen t5 ~odc5 1.012 1 1.012 0.816 
Hesiaual 39.300 72 1. 24 0 
TOtd l 107.487 79 1.361 
SH~ME-HUMILIATION Responses to Selection 15 
by Tempos 
Instruments 
Modi;! 5 
S urn of 11ean 
Sourc~ of Variation Squares df Square F 
TempoS 2. 112 1 2. 112 3.812 
Instruments 0. 112 1 0. 11 2 0.203 
!'lode 5 1. 0 12 1 1.012 1. 82 7 
Te111poS Instruments 0. 312 1 0.312 0.564 
TempoS Modes 2.812 1 2.812 5. 075 
Instruments ri!odeS 0.012 1 0.012 0.023 
Tempos Instruments Mode5 0. 112 1 0. 112 o. 2 03 
Residual 39.900 72 0.554 
Total 46.387 79 0 .587 
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Significance 
of F 
0.001 
0.617 
0.369 
0.764 
0.196 
0.920 
0.369 
Significance 
of F 
0.055 
0.6S4 
0.181 
0.455 
0.021 
0.881 
0.654 
Table cl (continued) 
FEAk-TEdiOR Responses to Selection 15 
by Tempos 
Instruments 
Mode5 
S urn of Mean 
Source ot Variation Squares df Square 
rempoS 6.612 , 6.612 
Instruwent5 1. 512 1 1.512 
Modes 1.012 1 1.012 
Tempos l nstr um en t5 4. 512 1 4.512 
Te111po5 Mode5 1.012 1 1.012 
Instrumt:nt5 Mode5 0.012 1 0.012 
Tempo5 Instruments 11ode5 0.012 1 0.012 
Residual 58.299 72 0.810 
Total 72.987 79 u.924 
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Significance 
F of F 
8.166 0.006 
1.868 0.176 
1.250 0.267 
5.573 0.021 
1. 2 50 0.267 
0.015 0.901 
0.015 0.901 
Tahle 9 
MULfIPLi REGRESSION ANALYSES 
INfikEST-EXCITEMEN T R~s~ons e s t0 Selection #4 
rem po2 
Instr:ument2 
MoJ-a4 
Te1upoJ 
rempo1 
Mo<lc2 
In::,trumentJ 
Multipl~ r 
0.23111 
0.3J629 
0.34551 
o. 350!+8 
0. 360 22 
0. 36 182 
0.36500 
Var i ,1 nee 
0.05655 
0.11309 
0.119]7 
0.12284 
0.12976 
0.13091 
0.13322 
rz change 
0.05655 
0.05655 
0.00628 
0.00346 
o.006q2 
0.00115 
0.00231 
INTHdESI-EXCITEMENT Bespons e s to Selection #5 
Inst ru u,t:: r, t2 
rewpo3 
Mode5 
Mo<..le2 
11ode3 
M:>d.:1 
:rempo1 
ENJOYMENT-JOY 
1'eml:'o1 
Mode 1 
riode 2 
Ir,.strument 1 
Tempo2 
Instru1rent2 
,'iultipla r 
0.16556 
0.31065 
0.]4967 
0.36319 
o.37250 
0.37632 
0.37650 
Responses to 
!1 ult ip le r 
o. 35 099 
0.]8186 
u. 38623 
0. 38 8 39 
o.39054 
0. 39 719 
Vaciance 
0.02741 
o. 0 '1650 
0.12227 
0.13191 
0.13876 
0.14161 
0.14176 
Selection 
Variance 
o. 12319 
0.14582 
0.14917 
0.15085 
0.15252 
0.15776 
#2 
rz Chang€ 
o. 02741 
0.06(}09 
0.02577 
0.00964 
0.006~5 
0.00286 
0.00014 
cz Change 
0.12319 
0.02263 
0.00335 
0.00168 
0.00168 
0. 00 524 
paqe 62 
Simple r 
0.23779 
0.23779 
0.07926 
-0.16985 
-0.07Y26 
o. 03397 
-0.16985 
Simple r 
-o. 16556 
-O. lij486 
0.12417 
-o.0206q 
0.00210 
0.02069 
0.06208 
Simple 
0. 35 099 
o.1so42 
-0.02507 
0.00000 
-0.17549 
-0.10028 
r 
Tahle 9 (continu~d) 
ENJOYMENT-JOY aesponsas to Sel~ction #5 
.''l ult i pla r VariancE 
It, str:umE-.:u t2 o. 37245 0.11872 
·.re mpo3 0.1'3634 c. 19039 
Mo.µE2 0.1'6462 0.21587 
Instrument1 0.47940 0.22983 
InstrumE:nt3 0.49123 0. 24 13 1 
Tempo4 0.49433 0.24437 
ModeJ 0.49719 0.24720 
fEA~-TlRkOh Respons~s to Selection #2 
Tempo1 
Instrument 1 
Tempo2 
Mode1 
Moue2 
Multiple r 
0.40709 
o.43g57 
0.47964 
0.49846 
0.51653 
Varia nee 
0.16572 
0.19)23 
0.23005 
0.24847 
0.26680 
rZ Change 
0.13872 
0.05167 
0.02548 
0.01396 
0.01148 
0.00306 
0.00283 
r2 Change 
0.16572 
0.02751 
0.03683 
0.01841 
0.01834 
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Simple r 
-o. 3724 5 
-0.01064 
-0. 159 6 2 
o. 11705 
-0.11705 
0.35116 
0.05321 
Simpler 
-0.40709 
0.16585 
0.25631 
-0.13570 
0.13570 
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Tal..JlF 10 
C3NTEXTUAL ANAi.iSI::.S JP VARIANCE 
INrEREST-EXCITEMENT ~espouses to S~lection •2 
by 1~mpo Chang~ from Selection #1 to Sel~ction f2 
Ia.;;trui.1errt Chanye fr-om Selection •1 to Selection #2 
Moct~ Chun~E from S8l~ction #1 to S~lection #2 
Source of Variation 
Temvo 
lnsti:ument 
Mode 
aesidual 
Total 
Sum 0£ 
Sq uar~s 
CJ.542 
1. 100 
11. 2C8 
114.699 
12Y.799 
Mean 
df Squai:e F 
2 LL771 J.036 
2 0.550 0.350 
2 5.604 1.567 
7 3 1. 571 
79 1.643 
DljTHESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection f2 
Significance 
of F 
0.054 
0. 706 
0.033 
by Tempo Change from Selection #1 to Selection t2 
Instrument Change from Selection t1 to Selection #2 
Mode Chang6 from Selection t1 to Selection t2 
Sum of Mean Significance 
Sour-ce of Variation Squares df Square F of F 
Tempo 14. 4 17 2 7.20i3 7.061 0.002 
Instrument 1. 4 25 2 0.712 0.698 o.so1 
Mode .L 467 2 1.731+ 1.698 0 .19 0 
Hesidual 74. 524 13 1. 021 
Total 108. 387 79 1. 372 
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Table 10 (continued) 
f~AR-TlriHOR Responses to S2l~ction #2 
by Tempo Change fcom S~lection #1 to Selection #2 
Instrument Change tram Selection #1 to Selection J2 
MoJe Change from Selection •1 to Selection #2 
~ource ot Variation 
Tempo 
In.::;tcument 
Modi2 
H(c.siJual 
Total 
Suru ot 
Squares 
1.275 
J.7S0 
0.542 
41.800 
54. Sb7 
Mean 
df Square F 
2 0.637 1.113 
2 1.875 3.275 
2 0.271 0.474 
73 0,573 
79 0.6Y6 
ENJOYMENT-JOY aesponses to Selection #3 
Significance 
of F 
0.334 
0.043 
0.625 
by TemfO Chan~e from Selection #2 to Selection 13 
Instrument Chauge fcom Selection t2 to Selection JJ 
Mod~ Chanye from S8lection #2 to Selection #3 
source of Variation 
Tempo 
In struw en t 
Mode 
Residua 1 
Total 
Sum )f 
Squac~s 
7.650 
0.225 
4.467 
52.849 
71,(}49 
Mean 
df Square F 
2 J.825 5.283 
2 0,112 0.155 
2 2.233 3,085 
73 o.124 
79 0.911 
Significance 
of F 
0.001 
o.856 
0.052 
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Table 10 (continue]) 
n1;:;Ii<E:S.'.>-AN1,UL.iil R-2spons~s to S~lection #3 
by Tempo Chan~e from selection #2 to selection 13 
Instrument Chan~e trom S~lection #2 to Selaction t3 
Mode Change from Selection #2 to Selection #J 
Sum of Mean Significance 
SOt.lLCe ot Variation Squares df square F of F 
Tempo 12. 900 2 o.450 7.744 0.001 
Instrument 2.475 2 1. 2 J 7 1.4d6 0.233 
Mole 7.267 2 3. 61 J 4.162 0.016 
Re;5idual 60.800 73 0.833 
Total 79.<JS0 79 1.012 
INT~REST-EXCITEMENT Responses to Selection #4 
by Tempo Change from Selection #l to Selection #4 
Instrum1::11t Chanye from Selection #3 to Selection #4 
Mode ChangE from Selection #3 to Selection #4 
Source ~i Variation 
'fem po 
Instcument 
l1ode 
Residual 
Total 
Sum of 
Squares 
0. 123 
~.786 
o. 179 
87.751 
97.487 
Mean 
df Square F 
2 0.062 0.052 
2 4. 3 9 3 3 • 7 05 
1 0.179 0.151 
74 1.186 
79 1.234 
ENJOYMENT-JOY Responses to Selection #4 
Significance 
of F 
0.949 
0.029 
0.699 
by Tempo Change from Selection #J to Selection #4 
In~trument Change from Selection #3 to Selection #4 
Mode Change from Selection J3 to Selection i4 
So~rce of Variation 
Tempo 
Instrument 
Mode 
Residual 
Total 
sum of 
Squares 
2. 048 
1 tL 898 
,. 2i+1 
89.651 
117.950 
Mean 
df Sy_ ua re F 
2 1.024 0.845 
2 9.449 7.900 
1 1.241 1.024 
74 1.212 
79 1.493 
Significance 
of F 
0.433 
0.001 
0.315 
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Taol~ 10 (cont inue:d) 
DISTRESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection #4 
Dy Tempo Change from Selection i3 to Selection #4 
Instrum~nt Change tram Selection #3 to Selection #4 
Mode Chdng~ from Selection #3 to selection #4 
Source Jt Variation 
1'empo 
Instrument 
i'lod.e 
Residual 
Tot.al 
Sum of 
Squares 
1.502 
d. 519 
1.501 
66.t.06 
81.550 
Medn 
df SquarE: r' 
2 o. 751 0.832 
2 4.25') 4.718 
1 1.501 1.663 
74 0.903 
791.0)2 
SHAME-HUMILIATION Responses tc Selection f3 
Significance 
of F 
o.43q 
0.012 
0.201 
by Tempo Change from Selection #2 to Selection j3 
Instrument Chan~e from Selection #2 to Selection iJ 
Node Chan~e from Selection #2 to Selection 13 
Su ru of P'lean Significance 
Source of Variation Squares df Square F of F 
Tempo 2.037 2 1.019 2.753 O. 07 0 
Instrument 3.512 2 1.756 4.746 0.012 
t1ode 1. 0 17 2 0.508 1.374 0. 260 
Rasidual 27. 012 73 0.370 
Total 32.487 79 0. 4 11 
T dbl e 1 i) { co !l tin UE d) 
i t~ Ju Y :tu~ l' -Jo Y u ,J s po n s ~::.; r:. o select i o 11 # 2 
by l.'errq;o 1 
:1oi=1 
l1od e 2 
In.:>t:rument 1 
rempo2 
Sum of 1·le,1 n 
::..ource ot Variation :;qua res ,j f SI.J 11a re 
Tempo 1 4. H 13 1 4.d13 
'.'lodc1 2. 2 ':: 3 1 2.25) 
i'lodc2 J.533 1 0.533 
In;:;u:umEnt 1 0.2b7 1 0.2o7 
Tempo2 0. 1J 3 1 0.111 
dP.3 id Ua l 67.416 74 0.911 
Total 79.':>49 7'1 1 • 007 
F~AR-Ih~hOh HEsµonses to Selection #2 
by Tern po 1 
Instrument1 
Tempo2 
Model 
Mod 1:: .2 
sum of Mean 
Source of Variation .squar-es df square 
Tempo1 1.Sill 1 1. 541 
I r, s t r u 1u e n t 1 4.004 1 4.004 
Tempo2 J.008 1 J.008 
Mode 1 2.001 1 2.001 
f1oJ.e2 1.008 1 1.008 
Residual 40.316 74 0.545 
fot,11 54,S87 79 0, b96 
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Significance 
F of F 
5.283 0.024 
2.473 0, 1 20 
0.585 0.1+47 
0.293 0.590 
0.146 0.103 
Significance 
F of -p 
2.828 0.097 
7.350 0.008 
5.522 0.021 
3. 672 0. 059 
1,851 0,178 
Table 10 (continued) 
INlEREST-EXCI1EMENf Responses to Selection #5 
by InstI:UmErit2 
Tcmf,o3 
Modes 
Mod<:!3 
Mode 1 
sum of Mean 
Sour-ce of Variation Squares d f squaL"e 
In.::;ti:ument2 7.605 1 7.o05 
T2:npo3 2.205 1 2. 20 5 
Mode5 2.205 1 2. 20 5 
MoJeJ 0.225 1 0.225 
Mode1 0.050 1 0.050 
Residual 101.625 74 1 • J 7 3 
Total 116.750 79 1.478 
ENJOYMENT-JOY Responses to Selection #5 
by Instrument2 
Tempo3 
Mode2 
Instru.ment1 
Inst rume ntJ 
sum of Mean 
Soucce of Var-iation Squaces df squ3.re 
Instcument2 11.407 1 11. ij 1 
Tempo3 8.167 1 ti. 16 7 
Mode2 3.307 1 3.307 
Instcument1 2.604 1 2.604 
Instrument] 1.267 1 1.267 
Residual 83.749 74 1.132 
Total 110.387 79 1 .397 
F 
5.538 
1. 6 0 6 
1.606 
0.164 
0. 0 36 
F 
10.08 
7.217 
2.922 
2.301 
1.120 
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Significance 
of F 
0.021 
0.209 
0.209 
0 .6 87 
0.849 
Significance 
of F 
0.002 
0.009 
0.092 
0.134 
0.293 
Tabl~ 10 (continued) 
ENJOYMtNT-~OY aespons~s to 3election ~1 
oy BNJGtMENT-JOY after Nelaxation 
TE:mpol 
Instrurnent1 
Mo:l21 
Sum of Mean 
Sou r:ce oi Var i.1 tion Squares df Squar-e 
Relaxed 15.736 4 3.934 
Tempo 1 5. 115 1 5. 115 
{ll.5tLUrrtent1 0. 0 11 1 0.011 
Model 0.304 1 0.304 
t<esidual 58.614 72 0.814 
Total 81.Jf7 7g 1 • 03 0 
F 
4.832 
6.283 
0.013 
0.373 
SURPRISE-STARTLE Responses to Selection 11 
oy SURPFlSE-STARTLE after- Relaxation 
Te111po1 
In.stn1me nt 1 
Mode 1 
Sum of Me.in 
Source of Variation Squares df Square F 
aela xed 6.492 4 1. 62 3 2.874 
Tempo1 0.086 1 0.086 O. 152 
rnstrument1 0.632 1 0.632 1 • 119 
Model 0. 13 7 1 0. 1 J 7 0.242 
d.esidual 40.658 72 0.565 
Total 47.550 79 0.602 
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Significance 
of F 
0.002 
0.014 
0.908 
0.543 
Significance 
of F 
0.029 
0.698 
0.294 
0.624 
Table 10 (continui::d) 
DI~~U~1-CONTEM~T Responses to Selection #1 
by DISGUST-CONTEMPT after aelaxation 
Tempo 1 
Instrument1 
Modt:1 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation Squares df Square 
page 71 
Significance 
F of F 
aelaxed 2 2. 399 2 11.199 37.16 0.000 
Tempo1 0.342 1 o. 34 2 1. 134 o. 290 
Instcument1 o. 196 1 0. 1 96 0.649 0.423 
t''lod~ 1 0.022 1 0.022 0.073 0.788 
Residual 22.301 74 0.301 
Total 45.549 79 0.511 
ANGi::R-RAGE Responses to Selection I 1 
by ANGER-RAGE after Relaxation 
Tempo 1 
Instruwentl 
Mode1 
Sum of Mean Significance 
Source of Variation Squares df Square F of F 
Relaxed 3.819 
2 1.910 16.66 0.000 
Tempo1 0.007 1 0.007 0.065 0.799 
Instrument1 0.278 1 0.278 2.425 0. 12 4 
Model o. 30 1 1 0.301 2.621' 0.109 
Residual 8. 1'81 74 0.115 
Total 13.200 79 
Table 10 (continued) 
SliAME-HUMILII\TION responses to Selection #1 
by var049 SHAME-HUMILIATION after Relaxation 
Tempo1 
InstrumE:nt1 
Mode1 
Su u: of Mean 
.:5ourc8 of Variation Sq ua r-8s cl f Squa r-e F 
rt Ela xed 2.559 2 1.2ao 4.327 
·rem po 1 0.577 1 0.577 1. 9 51 
Instruw1:::nt1 0.495 1 0.495 1.672 
Mort~1 0. 0 11 , 0.011 0.037 
Residual 2 1. 58 8 73 0.296 
rotal 2 5. 46 8 78 0.327 
FEAR-TERROf ResponsGS to Salection ,, 
by FEAH-TERROR after Relaxation 
Tempo1 
Instrument1 
Model 
source ot Var-iation 
Relaxed 
1'empo1 
Instrument1 
Mode1 
Resiaual 
Total 
Sum of 
Squares 
3.781 
0.051 
0. 19 3 
0.001 
7. 119 
11.200 
Mean 
df Square F 
3 1.260 12.922 
1 0.051 0.522 
1 0.193 1.J83 
1 0.001 0.007 
73 0.098 
7q 0.142 
pdge 72 
Significaace 
of F 
0.017 
0.167 
0. 20 0 
o. 849 
Significance 
of F 
0.000 
0.472 
0.163 
0.932 
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All of the ctbove analyses w~re conducted with a 10:1 
ratio Detween subiects and groups of musical stimuli. The 
third levEl of analysis Wds designad to increase the power 
ot the analysis by examining the fitty responses to ~ach 
piece ot music, resultinq ir. a S0:1 ratio. As with the less 
powerful analyses, there were severdl steps in the 
examinatio~ of the emotional responses without regard to the 
orj0rs in which they were heard. In order to make the more 
pow~rful analyses, the ~motional responses were summed 
across the five ordered groups. The conclusions ware 
rtached through the analysis of variance. 
The significant crosstabulations of summed responses 
and musical components are in table 17 in the Appendix. The 
siynificant summed analyses of variance are in table 11. 
Table 11 
SUMMED ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT Responses 
by Tempo 
Instrument 
tiode 
Sum ot Mean 
pa~e 74 
Significance 
Source of Variation Squar:es df Square F of F 
Tempo 
Instr:ument 
Mode 
Telllpo Instr:ument 
Tti:111po Mode 
Instrumt::nt !1odc 
Tempo Instrument Mode 
Residual 
Total 
ENJOYMENT-JOY Responses 
by Tempo 
Instrument 
Mode 
Source of Variation 
Tempo 
Instrument 
Mode 
Tempo Instrument 
Tempo Mode 
Instrument Mode 
Tempo Instrument Mode 
Besid ual 
Total 
B.703 1 8.703 5.414 
2.723 1 2.723 1.6g4 
0.903 1 0.903 0.562 
0.121 1 0.123 0.016 
1.823 1 1.823 1.134 
0.023 1 0.023 0.014 
0. 3 0 3 1 0. 30 3 0. 18 8 
630.1 392 1 .607 
644.6 399 1.616 
sum of Mean 
Squar:es df Sq uar:e F 
51.840 1 51 • 84 21.07 
0.040 1 o. 04 0 0.016 
0.250 1 0.250 0.102 
2.890 1 2.890 1. 175 
0.040 1 o. 04 0 0.016 
0. 160 1 o. 160 0.065 
0.010 1 0.010 0.004 
964.5 392 2.461 
1019.7 399 2.556 
<.05 
Significance 
of F 
<.01 
Table 11 (continued) 
DlSTRESS-A~GUISH Responses by Tempo 
Instrument 
MoJ~ 
Sum of Mean 
Sour:ce of Variation 
Tempo 
Instruaient 
Mode 
Tempo Instrument 
Tempo Mode 
Instr:ument Mod8 
T~mpo Instruaient Mode 
aesidual 
Total 
FEAB-TE&RO& R&sponses 
by Tempo 
Ifistrument 
Mode 
Sum of 
Squares df Squar:e F 
60.840 1 60.84 5 o. 28 
0.810 1 o. 810 o. 66 9 
1.960 1 1. 960 1. 62 0 
0.010 1 0.010 a.cos 
0.16 0 1 0. 16 0 o. 13 2 
1.690 1 1. 690 1.397 
10.190 1 10.19 8.421 
474.3 3<n 1.210 
550. 0 399 1.378 
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Significance 
of p 
<.01 
<.01 
Significance 
Source of Variation 
Mean 
Squares df square F of F 
Tempo 
Instrumer.t 
Mode 
Tempo Instrument 
Tempo Mode 
Instrument Mode 
Tempo Instrument Mode 
Residual 
Total 
3.610 1 3.610 6.726 
1.960 1 1.960 3.652 
2.560 1 2.560 4.770 
1.960 1 1.960 3.652 
1.960 1 1.960 3,652 
0.810 1 0.810 1.509 
0.490 1 0.490 0,913 
210.4 392 0.537 
223.7 399 0.561 
<. 01 
<.05 
Table 12 
M0S1 SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS 
Emotio,:al Group Components 
INTtREST-EXCITEMENT 
E~JOYMEN'I-JOY 
DISTRESS-ANGUISH 
DIStRESS-ANGUISH tempo, 
PEAR-TEhROR 
tempo 
tempo 
tempo 
instr-ument, 
tempo 
mode 
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Selection # 
3,4,summed 
1,3,4,5,summed 
2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , s um me d 
2,summed 
2,5,summed 
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Table 13 
LESS CONSISTENT SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS 
Emotiolial Gr-oup Comi;onents select ion • 
INTE~ES1-EXCITEMENT instr:ument 4 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT temE,o,instr-ument 3 
IN£ERES1-EXCITEMENT tempo, instrument, mode 2,5 
INTEliEST-HlCITEMENT instrument change 2,4 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT moae change 2 
ENJOY M E;NT-JOY temro, instcument 3,5 
ENJOYMENT-JOY tempo, mode 2 
ENJOYMENT-JOY temt>o, instrument, mode 2 
ENJOYMENT-JOY tempo change 3 
ENJOYMENT-JOY instrument change 4 
SUiPRISE-STARTLE mode 4 
SU RP HISE-STARTLE tempo, instcument 3 
01.::iTRESS-ANG UISH tempo change 3 
DIStRESS-ANGUISH instrum.ant change 4 
DISTRESS-ANGUISH mode change 3 
ANGER-Ii AG£ mode 1 
SHlME-HUMILIATION instr-ument 3 
SHAME-HUMILIATION tempo, mode 5 
SHAME-HUMILIATION instrument change 3 
FEAR-TERROR mode summed 
FEAR-TEf .iWR tempo, instrumant 5 
FEAR-TERROR tempo, mode 2 
FEAR-TEitRO.r. tempo, instcument, mode 1, 2 
FEAR-TEb ROB instrument change 2 
DISCUSSION 
'Iht: couclusions of this search for nonlinguistic 
phonemts ct emotion ~re that fast tempo elicits 
INIEREST-EXCITEMENT gcoups cf emotions, slow tempo elicits 
DISIRESS-A~GUISH and FEAR-TERROR Jroups, and a combination 
ot slow and minor music sung oy an alto elicits 
DlST~Es~-ANGUISH qroups of emotions. Results of this study 
indicate that, while there are many statistically 
31~nificant r8lationships between musical components and 
emotioLs, the most significant are those listed in table 12. 
The relationships in table 12 were selected because of 
statistically significant three-way analyses of variance of 
both the individual and summed emotional responses groups. 
Oth~r relationships which resulted in statistically 
signiticant analyses of variance at either the individual 
level or the summed level are in table 13. 
there are s~veral possible explanations which can 
account for the results, including speculation that the 
music bas little relationship with the emotional responses. 
Th~ contextual analyses of variance indicated that emotional 
stctte betore hearing the music was important for 
SURPrlISE-STARTLE, DISGUST-CONTEMPT, ANGER-RAGE, 
SHAME-HUMILIATION, and FEAk-TERaoa cesponses to the first 
selections, whe['eas, for thE other emotional groups, the 
musical coruponents account for significant amounts of the 
variance:. 
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Au ~xamination of the stimuli usad in this study is 
important at this point. while there were two categories of 
tampo, instrument, and mode us8d, there is a question ~bout 
the opposition or fast-slew, voice-instrument 
(alto-English horn?) and major-minor. 
~hen tempo was included in the study, there was no 
compensation made for duration; i.e., the music at tbe fast 
tempo was of shorter duration than that at the slow tempo. 
Therefore, 
asc~r.-tain 
it is 
whether 
impossible, under the circumstances, to 
the subjects responded to the tempi, the 
thd rElative tempi, the durations, the relative durations, 
or some co•bination(s) therein. A definite duration problem 
was mentioned by several subjects who commented that the 
fast selections ended too soon for any real reactions to be 
torweJ. ~he slow selections, on tne other hand, were 
perceived as 11 dragging 11 to st1ch an extent that initial 
reactions were chanqed or lost before the music ended. 
In both the pilot run and the actllal experiment, 
several subjects mentionad difficulty in recognizing the 
dlto voice (heard in a rare instance without words) and the 
En,Jlish hor11 (which is seldcm heard alone); that could have 
interfered 1i1ith the groups of emoticns under study. In the 
responses to the fourth selections, the English horn 
elicited the INTEREST-EXCITEMENT group of emotions. That 
could bE an indication ot the attention and curiosity 
undE--rl~·iny attempts to recognize the ins1:rum~r.tation • The 
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u~~ ot the voice as oppos~d to th~ instrument did not turn 
out to be a dichotomy as exrect~d; some subjects perceived 
th-: 
how 
voice as an instrument, often that someonE was learning 
of ambiguity could result in to play. That sort 
responses which are unrelated to the stimuli as intended; if 
a pair of unknown instruments ace perceived, neither of 
which has a historical connection w~th any specific emotions 
foe the subjects, one might anticipate that there would be 
no significant ditfecence between the responses to those 
unknowns. As there was no attempt to ascertain recognition 
of the instrumentation in this study, it is impossible to 
know how many subjects were responding to a voice-instrument 
dichotomy, how many vere responding to two or more 
instruments, and how many perceived only one instrument or 
voice. 
The third category of musical variables, mode, was 
divided into major and melodic minor. One relationship 
lacking in significance which is of particular importance to 
t~e music world is the relationship between mode and the 
response groups ENJOYMENT-JOY and DISTRESS-ANGUISH. A great 
deal ot Western music is based on the premise that the major 
mode reflects ENJOYMENT-JOY emotions and that the minor mode 
is used to convey DISTRESS-ANGUISH emotions. The results ot 
this study indicate that.controlling for the tempo and 
instrumEntation, 
emotiOlia 1 groups. 
mode is ££~£1etely unrelattd to those 
Use of the melodic minor mode resulted in 
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ciiffer-ences in only sixteen (24.6%) of the sixty-five notes; 
the harrnoriic minor would have chi\nJeci tw<'!nty (30.8%), and 
the na t ura 1 mi110 r would ha VP. changed t.we nt y- three ( 3 5. 4 %) or 
t.w~nty-four {j6.9~) of tile notes (One note, the f in measure 
nindte~n, could have been altered to f# in the descent from 
g or remained unaltered before the gin measure twenty). 
T h-3 melodic 
study, have 
minor- might not, 
been perceived 
with the basic melody in this 
as different from the major. 
That ex~lanation can be refuted on the basis that mode, in 
combination with tempo, is significantly related to the 
ENJOYMENT-JOY responses and, alone, is significantly related 
with SURPRISE-STARTLE and FEAR-TERROR res~onses (see tables 
8 and 11) • Western music theory and composition courses 
incluJe limitations on the use of the maior and minor modes 
with major connected with fast tempo to lead to positive 
emotions, and minor with slow tempo to lead to negative 
emot ior,s; musical background mignt, the ref ore, have 
accounted for differences in r-esponses to mode; however, the 
wide ~ange of musical backgrounds and the small subject 
sample preclude 
Most (b 3. 7%) of 
taking them into account in this study. 
the subiects reported that they had never 
taken any music courses and 81.1% reported never having 
taken any theor-y or comfosition courses; as a result, it is 
possible to conclude that significant relationships betw~en 
mode and emotions ara responses tot.he music rather than 
taught. responses. 
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Along with the elements o.::. music being examined in 
this study, other facto~s which ~ere mentioned by the 
subjects included attention to the endii.g and the number of 
pieces of music perceived. In the pilot study, many 
.subjects cbjecteJ to the ending because the music was 
parceivEd a.s "unfinished" or "the person made a mistake and 
.:;topped". Subjects in b~th th~ pilot study and the actual 
axperim~nt SU•:Jgestad that the i?nding be "fixed". Attention 
to the ending (recency effect) could account for inattention 
to the components of music under stu1y. Several subjects 
raportE~ boredom at hearing the same piece of music over and 
over again while others said they anjoyed hearing several 
new pieces of music, but as this was not formally oc 
consistently 
nurnb1:r ot 
reported, it 
stimuli subjects 
was impossible to know to what 
were responding. If only one 
stimulus piece was perceived repeatedly, inattention to the 
stimuli would r~sult in boreJom which ~iqht or might not be 
classifiable in the emotion groups under study; in the pilot 
run, many subjects wrote "boredom" on their ces ponse sheets 
as a ninth emotional category. 
Music is a contextual ccncept. On~ note does not make 
music, but two or more not~s in temporal proximity are 
peLceived as music. Melodic lines and h~rmonic oc~anization 
ara perceived as tbe concepts cf tempo, mode, and meter come 
into p.lay in dn organiz-=!d whole or groups of whJl~s. Groups 
of wholes aLe in tuLn peLceived only through compar:ison and 
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contrast with other wholes. 
lt ha.::i bi::en ,:issumed, rightly or wronqly, that each of 
thd musical Vdriations is ferceived by each subject as a 
whole,, 
case. 
yet there is no reason to assume that this is the 
Edch selection could easily have been perceived as 
several different pieces of music presented without temporal 
brcdks. If that were the case, it is not known which of 
those pieces or combinations of pieces resulted in the 
documell ted emotional responses. 
Tue threshold of temporal proximity varies from one 
person to another. While some subjects might have 
remembEred the music from one selection to another, others 
might forqotten each selection before hearing the next. 
That memory 
perceptions 
difference among subjects could account for 
of only one or several different pieces of 
music. 
A rEsearch problem 
was the amount of time 
which was not taken into account 
between selections; in each 
experimental session, the subjects were given as much time 
as they needed to fill out each page of the questionnaire. 
That meant that,, for each group of subjects,, the one who 
took the longest controlled the interselection time which 
might havE been a factor which should have beEn analyzed. 
Duriny thE pilot run, some subjects noted that they were 
annoyed with other subjects who took a long time to respond 
and others complained that they were distracted by those who 
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fin is h E-d q u i c le 1 y .1 n rj st a c t ( d to t a l k o r 1 a u g h w h i 1 i:s w a it i n g 
roe everyone to finish. By liwitin~ th~ number- of people in 
each session to four, J.nd cequest.ing that there he no 
discus~ion at all un+il the experiment was completad (with 
the exception of questions about tha baseline page of the 
questionnaice), part of the problem ot ~roup irteraction was 
ov~ rcome. The time between sel~ctions had an additional 
problem, as one subjact apparently rushed so as not to be 
the last to complete the questionnaires and left some of the 
open-ended r~sponses unfinished. The experimenter watched 
the subj~cts fill out the questionnaires, and when all had 
stoi-iped writiny, 'lsked "Is everyone ready for the next 
selection?". Most of the subjects would either nod, say 
"Yes", or say 11 Not quite", and then signify completion by 
raising a hand or- saying "Okay". It is expected that 
nonassertive people might have been reluctant to admit that 
they had not finished. 
When time and memory were such that comparisons 
between cotisecutive pieces of music were made, similarity or 
difterence was perceived according to the individual 
attention to specific aspects of the music. Forty of the 
individual relationships between emotions and contextual 
musical components were 
en~merated in tables 12 
results indicated that 
statistically significant as 
and 13. The multiple regression 
five contextually important 
r-elations.hips existed between music and emotions. When 
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those relation~nips werg entered into·analyses of variances, 
the results were that tempo of the first selection 
intluenced ENJOYMENT-JOY responses to the second selection; 
instrument of the first selection and temfo of the second 
selection i11fluenced FEAR-TERROR responses to the second 
selection; instrument of the second selection influenced 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT responses to the fifth selection; and 
instrum~nt of the second selection and tempo of the third 
selecci~n influenced ENJOYMENT-JOY responses to the fifth 
selection. 
Only in the INrEREST-EXCITEMENT responses to the 
fourth selection does the analysis of variance indicate that 
the use of a voice as oppos~d to an instrument is important; 
in that case the English horn is more strongly related to 
INfEiEST-EXCITE~ENT than the alto voice. When context is 
taKen into account, all of the musical components under 
study ar,pear to be important. Changes in tempo affect 
ENJOY!ENT-JOY anJ DISTRESS-ANGUISH emotional groups; changes 
in instrumentation affect INTEREST-EXCITEMENT, 
LNJOYMENT-JOY, DISTRESS-ANGUISH,SHAME-HUMILIATION, and 
FEAR-TEHROR; and changes in mode affect INTEREST-EXCITEMENT 
and DISTRESS-ANGUISH groups of emotions. Perhaps, then, the 
responses should only by examined in context. 
An additional paramete~ which was mentioned by several 
suojects, was the like-dislike dichoto~y as a response to 
the stimuli. This was not collect~d consistently, but 
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sh0uld probably be incl~ded in future stujies of this sort. 
Gile limiu.tion in this study is ord~r effect in the 
ddt~ ~ollection; all of the emotional response 
questionnaires were laid out in tha same order with the 
positiv~ ~motions listed first ~nd the negative emotions 
1 as t • That t ,'i ct m i '..I h t a cc o 11 n t f o r the tend e n c y o t t he 
re:;;IJonsa distributions to\tard zero (not at all) of the 
ne~ative bmotion groups. 
1he avoidanc~ of negative reactions might account not 
only tor the negative responses, but also for the normal 
distributions of INTEREsr-EXCITE~ENT responses as people 
were reluctant to acknowledge a lack of interest in the 
exp~riment. Most of the subjects were either students 
receiving academic credit fer their participation in the 
experiment or were musical colleagues of the experimenter. 
Tt:mporal 
responses as 
might result 
context is important in examining the 
the time needed to fill out the guestionnaire 
in 
down the page. 
loss of memory as the subjects progressed 
Some subjacts did not respond to the 
emotions in the ordec listed, but after each selection 
r~spondEd immediataly to the most applicable emotional 
groups and then put zeroes in the others. The hazard of 
that approach is that sometimes sub;ects left out responses, 
resulting in missing data. In responding to the 
questionnaires used in the pilot run which contained eight 
multipl~ choices of emotions to eight musical selections, 
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som~ subjtcts attempt~d to match an emotion with each 
musical selection. By the same token, in the actual 
experiment, subjects probajly realized that there were a lot 
of zeroe~ on the pa 1e, and at the expense of appearing 
pers&v€rative, responded ~t the level of one or higher to 
the SHAME-HUMILIATICN and FEAR-TERROR groups. 
The emotional response group of DISGUST-CONTEMPT was 
not significantly relatEci to any of tile musical components 
or combinations thereof. In an examination of the 
distriLutions of emotional responses in table 14, it is 
noted Lhat most of the UISGUST-CONTEMPT responses are "0. 
not. at all". That is the first indication that the musical 
stiwuli s€lected for the study, and tha presentations used, 
haa little effect on that group of emotions; because only 
one basic melo:ly was under study, it is possible to 
speculate that anotner m.elody containin-1 the same variations 
might produce diffec:ent results with the DISGUST-CONTEMPT 
group ot emotions. 
Conttxt of the 
i m po Ltan t as shown 
emotional responses appears to be 
in table 20 in the Appendix, where the 
hi~hest correlations are between consecutive negative 
responses. The same table reveals that only in selections 
#1 ana i4 is SURPRISE-STARTLE negatively correlated with 
DIS1aE~S-A~GUISH; in comparing the correlations of the 
SUn~BISt-STARTLE responses with the musical components and 
the 0th.er emotionc1l 1Jroups, it is noted that 
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.::iUiU'hL:iE-S'IAE<TLE, Jefi11ed by Plut.chiK and Izarr1 as a 
positiv~ emotional group is borderline between positive and 
neqative. 
~hile ~xamining Lhe correlations betveen responses in 
the discriminant analysis, 
of the 
another interesting result was 
five selections heard, the noted. i"or each 
correlations between ENJOYMENr-JOY and DISTRESS-ANGUISH were 
-0.29585, -0.36589, -0.38170, -0.44201, and -0.39326. Those 
correlations dre all significant at a level of p<.01, 
indicating that there is definitely a negative relationship 
between those groups of emotions. 
CoLversation with subjects at the conclusion of the 
experimental sessions resulted in statements that, in some 
cases, there was confusion about the groupings of emotions. 
For example:, "distress" was described as an extreme case of 
"sad"; "unhappy" was called a much different emotion than 
"sad"; "happy" would have been an apt response to some of 
the music but did not seem to be adequately covered in the 
ENJOYMENT-JO~ category. Four of the subjects, including one 
who had participated in th~ pilot run, circled or underlined 
sp~cific words or pairs of words as their responses. 
indicating that the emotional groupings, as wholes, were not 
applicable. 
When th~ significant relationships are examined. it is 
noted that th~ patt~rns of the relationships take one of two 
for:ms: 
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1. the majority of zero-level {not at all) 
responses are in one row of the table, while the 
majority of the one- through four-level (very much) 
responses are in the other row (or in other rows). 
2. the majority of zero-level {not at all) and 
one-level responses are in cne row of the table and 
the majority of two-level through four-level (very 
much) responses are in the other rcw (or in other 
rows} • 
Given a larger sample, it is expected that, to reach 
significance in the analysis of variance, other response 
patterns will emerge. That is already the case with some of 
the results in this study in which the chi-square analyses 
were significant, but in which the analysis of variance vas 
not. 
It is possible that, for some of the emotional groups 
under study, the highest meaningful level of response might 
not be four (very much}, but could be as low as one. If 
that were the easer the results of the highly skewed and 
restricted range response distributions are particularly 
meaning£ ul. 
In taking the appropriateness of the various emotional 
responses groups into account, it is possible that not only 
does the music in the study not have ~gy strong 
relationships with certain emotions (e.g., the 
DISGUST-CONTEMPT emotional group), but might have l~mited 
effects on the SURPRISE-STARTLE, ANGER-RAGE~ 
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SHAME-HUMILIATI0N, and FEAR-TERROR ~motional groups. 
As rt resul~, in this search for a nonlinguistic 
ewotiondl phoneme, that best conclusions are that the most 
r~adily examined response groups ara th~ 
INTEBEST-EXCIIEMENT, ENJOYMENT-JOY, and DISTRESS-ANGUISH 
emotions. The fast tempo, or selections of short duration, 
elicit INTEREST-EXCITEMENT and ENJOYMENT-JOY; the slow 
tempo, or selections of long duration, elicit 
DISTRESS-ANGUISH; and the combination of slow and ~inor 
presented ~ith an alto voice elicits DISTRESS-ANGUISH. 
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Summary 
The suEstion~ posEd in tha present study have been 
dnswered with the indications that nonlinguistic sound does 
elicit emotion and specific components of sound do elicit 
specific emotions. 
Half of communication is perception; replication of 
this study with similar results can ledd to an instrument to 
measure accuracy of perception of emotion in the absence of 
langudge. Attention to specific components of sound can be 
determiued as a baseline against which improvement of 
communication can be measured. Another possible use would 
be in preselection of participants for group therapy. 
In addition, with larger samples, it is possible that 
a link between personality factors and emotional perceptions 
miqht Le found which would provide a psychological 
diagnostic tool. 
of this sort 
One of the possible future uses of a study 
is as an aural projective test. Like the 
Rorschach inkblot test, the music provides ambiguous stimuli 
onto which one can project and also contains elements of 
attention which can be examined as they can in the 
Rorschach. 
An indication of the use of music as a projective test 
is the tact that all of the subjects in this study described 
thoughts related to the music and many mentioned th~ 
specific aspects of the music to which they were attending. 
Andlysis of those data stould µrovide an interesting 
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adjunctive study. 
1~e contextual results inrticate that further study is 
warranted in the area of explainin~ the ability of music to 
chdng~ emotions. That assumption already underlies the 
present use of backyround music. Manipulation of emotion in 
the th~rar ,y session can be used both to cffe r and impose 
control. 
Tnose are only a few of the many implications of the 
outcome ot this study. More of such ocganizEd research is 
certain to facilitate the progress of the developing field 
of music therapy. 
APPENDIX 
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Table 14 
Distr-ibutions of E n.ot i onal Hesponses 
INTEREST-EXCITEMENT Responses 
not d, t very 
all much 
0~ 1. 2. 3. 4. 
Selection • 1 , 1 £2 22 18 1 
Selection #2 , 4 14 25 1 6 11 
Selection #3 8 2 l 26 2 1 4 
Selection ir4 8 11 32 20 9 
Selection #5 14 1b 22 22 6 
EN JOY ME NT -JOY Responses 
not at very 
all much 
o. 1 • 2. 3. 4. 
Selection ., 14 .34 19 11 2 
Selection #2 24 28 18 10 0 
Selection i3 19 33 20 7 1 
Selection i4 23 14 25 1 4 4 
Selection #5 25 16 1 0 16 2 
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Table 1 4 (cont in ue d ) 
SURPRISE-STARTLE Responses 
not at very 
all much 
0. 1. 2. J. 4 • 
Selection # 1 58 12 8 2 0 
Selection #2 45 L 1 9 4 1 
Selection #J 47 24 1 2 0 
Select ion If 4 42 21 5 5 , 
Selection ll5 50 HI 5 5 2 
DI:.iTf<EjS-ANGUISH Responses 
not at very 
all much 
o. 1 • 2. 3 • 4. 
Selection 41 58 1 2 5 4 1 
Seltction #2 53 11 4 1 0 2 
Selection #J 42 2, 12 3 2 
Selection 14 49 16 8 6 1 
Selt:ction #5 41 23 7 4 5 
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Tahle 14 (continued) 
D ISG usr-coN 1 EMPT R,?sponses 
not at very 
all much 
o. 1 • 2. 3 • 4. 
Selection ,1 64 '-J s 1 , 
Selection #2 60 1 1 5 0 0 
Selection #J 64 y 4 1 1 
Selection ii+ 66 16 8 1 1 
Selection #5 59 ,, 5 2 2 
ANGER-RAGE Responses 
not at very 
all much 
o. 1. 2. J. 4. 
Selection ., 75 2 3 0 0 
Selection t2 71 5 J 1 0 
S.alection B 10 6 3 1 0 
Selection 14 73 6 0 0 0 
selection t5 70 7 2 1 0 
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TdblF.: 14 (con~- in ued) 
SHAME-UU~ILIATTON Responst-:s 
not at very 
all much 
o. 1 • 2. J. 4. 
Sel~ction •1 74 "i 2 0 ., 
Selection #2 bg 5 4 2 0 
Selection 13 68 7 J 2 0 
Sel~ction 14 7 1 5 J 0 0 
Selection #5 67 7 ] 2 1 
FEAR-TERROR Responses 
fi(')t at very 
all much 
o. 1. 2. J. 4. 
Selection il 74 4 2 0 0 
Selection i2 63 6 9 1 1 
Selection #3 65 6 6 2 1 
selection IF4 72 6 1 0 1 
selection IFS 65 7 ] 2 ., 
Table 15 
SIGHIFICANT IIDIYIDUlL CBOSSTABOLATION 
Teapo3 by INTEREST-ElCITE!EHT Responses to Selection 13 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
3 6 17 
fast 
5 15 q 
slow 
chi square= 10.86630 with 4 degrees of freedom 
significance= 0.0281 
l. 
10 
11 
Teapo4 by IHTEREST-ElCITEftEHT Responses to selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
3 2 16 
fast 
5 g 16 
slow 
chi square= 8.26565 with 4 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0823 
l. 
14 
6 
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very 
■ uch 
4. 
4 
0 
very 
■ uch 
II. 
5 
4 
Table 15 (continued) 
Instru ■ent4 by IHTEREST-EICITE!ENT Besponses to Selection f4 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
5 8 17 
alto 
3 3 15 
English horn 
chi square= 5.69773 with 4 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.2229 
very 
■ uch 
3. 
7 
13 
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4. 
3 
6 
Teapo3 and InstrumentJ by IMrEBlST-EICITEBENT Responses to selection 
13 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
0 4 7 
fast alto 
3 2 10 
fast E h 
4 9 3 
slow alto 
6 6 
slov E h 
chi square= 20.36992 with 12 degrees of freedom 
significance= 0.0604 
very 
■uch 
3. 4. 
7 2 
J 2 
4 0 
7 0 
Tempo2, Instru ■ent2, 
Selection t2 
fast alto ■ajor 
fast alto ■inor 
fast B h ■ajor 
fast E h ■inor 
slow alto ■ajor 
slow alto ■inor 
slow E h ■ajor 
slow E h ■inor 
Table 15 (continued) 
!lode2 by IITEBEST-EXCITE!ENT 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
1 3 2 
0 3 l 
3 0 2 
2 1 6 
2 2 2 
2 1 4 
" 
3 2 
0 1 
" 
chi square= 30.53912 with 28 degrees of freedo■ 
signiticance = 0.3379 
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Responses to 
-..ery 
■ uch 
3. 4. 
2 2 
2 2 
1 4 
0 
3 1 
2 1 
1 0 
4 1 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Tempo], Instru■ ent3, Sodel by IITEREST-EXCITEftENT Responses to 
selection t3 
not at very 
all ■ ucb 
o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
0 4 3 2 
fast alto ■ajor 
0 3 l 4 0 
fast alto ■ inor 
0 2 1 1 0 
fast E b aajor 
3 0 3 2 2 
fast E b ■ inor 
2 6 0 2 0 
slow alto ■ajor 
2 3 3 2 0 
slow alto ■ inor 
1 4 2 3 0 
slow E h ■ajor 
0 2 4 4 0 
slow E h ■ inor 
chi square = 42.55606 with 2 8 degrees of freedo11 
significance= 0.0384 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Te ■ po5, Instru■entS, l!ode5 by IITEBEST-EICITEftENT iesponses to 
selection 15 
not at very 
all ■ uch 
o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
1 2 4 3 0 
fast alto ■ a jor 
2 1 4 2 1 
fast alto ainor 
2 2 3 2 1 
fast E b aajor 
0 1 2 6 1 
fast E h ainor 
3 3 2 2 0 
slow alto aajor 
0 3 3 2 2 
slow alto ■inor 
2 2 2 3 1 
slow E h aajor 
4 2 2 2 0 
slow E h ■inor 
chi sguare = 21. 28999 with 28 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.8131 
Table 15 (continuedl 
Te ■ po1 by E~JO}ftENT-JOY Responses to Selection t1 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
16 116 1J 
fast 
10 20 6 
slo11 
chi square: 8,168192 vith 16 degrees of freedom 
significance: 0.0754 
Te ■ poJ by ENJOYMENT-JOY Responses to selection t3 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
4 14 16 
fast 
15 19 16 
s10111 
chi square= lb.61169 with 16 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0023 
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very 
■uch 
3. 16. 
8 1 
3 1 
very 
■ uch 
3. 16. 
5 1 
2 0 
Table 15 (continued) 
Tempo4 by ENJOYMENT-JOY Besponses to Selection t4 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
7 2 16 
fast 
Hi 12 9 
s1O11 
chi sq~are = 20.76744 with 4 degrees of freedom 
significance= 0.0004 
12 
2 
Tempos by ENJOYMENT-JOY Responses to Selection 15 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
6 15 6 
fast 
19 12 4 
slo11 
chi square= 11.74333 with 4 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.0194 
11 
5 
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very 
auch 
3. 4. 
3 
1 
very 
■ uch 
3. 4. 
2 
0 
Table 15 (continued) 
Instru■ent4 by ENJOY�ENT-JOY Responses to Selection t4 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2. 
15 7 11 
alto 
8 7 14 
!!nqlish horn 
chi square = 11.06186 with 4 degrees of freedo■ 
significance = o.0259 
3. 
3 
11 
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•ery
■uc h
4. 
4 
0 
Te■po3 and lnstruaent3 by EHJOY�ENT-JOY aesponses to selection tJ 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2. 
5 10 
fast alto 
3 9 6 
fast E h 
9 9 2 
s1011 alto 
6 10 2 
slow Eb 
chi sguare = 24.03893 with 12 degrees of freedo■ 
significance = 0.0201 
•ery
auch 
3. 4.
3 
2 0 
0 0 
2 0 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Teapoq and Instru■ent4 by ENJOYftEHT-JOY Besponses to Selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
6 0 9 2 
fast alto 
1 2 1 10 
fast. E h 
9 1 2 
s1011 alto 
1 5 7 
s1011 E h 
cbi square; 40.89485 with 12 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0001 
1 
1 
very 
■ uch 
3. 4. 
3 
0 
1 
0 
Te ■ po5 and Instru■ent5 by EJJOYftEIT-JOY Besponses to Selection 15 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
6 7 
" 
3 
fast alto 
0 8 2 8 
fast. E h 
8 1 3 2 
s1011 alto 
11 5 1 3 
slov E h 
chi square z 24.56363 with 12 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0,0170 
very 
■ uch 
3. 4, 
0 
2 
0 
0 
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?able 15 (continued) 
re■po2 and aode2 by ENJOYftEN?-JOY Respon ses to Selection t2 
Dot at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
4 9 1 
fast ■ajor 
5 5 4 
f ast ■inor 
1 5 4 
slow ■ajor 
8 9 3 
s1011 ■inor 
chi square = 16.75237 with 9 degrees of freedom 
significance : 0.0527 
3. 
0 
4 
0 
re■po4 and ftode4 by ENJOYftENT-JOY Responses to Selection t4 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
3 1 9 
fast ■ajor 
4 1 1 
fast ■inor 
11 5 3 
slow ■ajor 
5 1 6 
s1011 ■inor 
chi square = 27.16765 with 12 degrees of freedo■ 
significance = 0.0073 
very 
■uch
3. 4. 
5 2 
1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Te■po2, Instru■e nt 2, Node2 by ENJ0Y!ENT-JOY Responses to Selection 12 
fast alto ■ajor 
fast alto ■inor 
fast E h ■ajor 
fast E h ■inor 
slow alto ■ajor 
slov alto ■inor 
slow E h ·■ajor 
slow E h ■inor 
not at 
all 
o. 
2 
2 
3 
2 
6 
2 
, . 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
6 
2. 
3 
1 
4 
] 
4 
1 
0 
2 
chi square = 32.03168 with 21 degrees of free dom 
significance = 0.0581 
3. 
0 
4 
0 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
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Table 15 (continuedl 
Te ■po4, Instru■ent4, ftode4 by EHJOY"EHT-JOY ReEponses to Selection t4 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2. 
3 0 5 fast alto ■ajor 
3 0 4 fast alto ■ inor 
0 1 4 fast E h ■ajor 
1 1 3 fast E h ■inor 
5 2 2 
s1011 alto ■ajor 
4 5 0 
s1011 alto ■ inor 
6 3 1 
slow E h ■ajor 
1 2 6 
slov E b ■inor 
cbi sgQare = 57.12189 with 28 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0009 
verr 
■ucb 
3. 4. 
0 2 
2 1 
5 0 
5 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
Table 15 (contiuuedl 
"odelf by SUiPiISE-STlBTLE Responses to Selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
27 7 5 
■ ajor 
15 14 6 
■inor 
chi square= 11.85281 vith If degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.0185 
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very 
■ uch 
3. If. 
0 1 
5 0 
Te ■po3 and Instru ■ent3 by var069 SORPRISE-STlBTLE Responses to 
selection 13 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 3. 
7 10 3 0 
fast alto 
15 3 1 1 
fast E h 
14 5 1 0 
slo11 alto 
11 6 2 1 
slo11 E h 
chi square= 11. 20263 with 9 degrees of freedo■ 
significance z 0.2621 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Instru■ent4 and ftode4 by SUiPRISE-STARTLE Responses to Selection f4· 
not at •ery 
all ■ uch 
o. ,. 2. J. 4. 
14 J 2 0 1 
alto ■ajor 
9 6 1 4 0 
alto ■inor 
13 4 3 0 0 
E h ■ajor 
6 8 5 1 0 
E h ■inor 
chi square = 21.49606 with 12 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0436 
Te ■ po2 by DISTRESS-llGOISH iesponses to Selection f2 
not at very 
all ■ uch 
o. 1. 2. 3. 
"· 
34 4 2 0 0 
fast 
19 1 2 10 2 
slow 
chi square = 17.06346 with 4 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0019 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Te ■ po] by DISTRESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection 13 
not at very 
all ■uch 
a. 1 • 2. 3. 4. 
29 8 3 0 0 
fast 
13 13 9 3 2 
slov 
chi square= 15.28571 vith 4 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance = 0.001'1 
Te■po4 by DlSTiESS-llGOISH Responses to selection J4 
not at very 
all ■ uch 
o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
31 8 1 0 0 
fast 
18 8 1 6 1 
slov 
chi square= 14. 94898 with II degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.0048 
Table 15 (continued) 
Te ■poS by DISTiESS-AHGOISH Responses to Selection 15 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
25 12 3 
fast 
16 11 4 
slov 
chi square= 11.16194 with~ degrees of treedo ■ 
significance= 0.0248 
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very 
■ uch 
3. 4. 
0 0 
4 5 
Te ■ po2 and Instru■ent2 by DISTBESS-AHGUISH Responses to Selection 12 
not at very 
all ■ uch 
o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
17 1 2 0 0 
fast alto 
17 3 0 0 0 
fast E b 
11 3 2 4 0 
slow alto 
8 4 0 6 2 
slov E h 
chi square= 27.11215 with 12 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= o.001~ 
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Table 15 (c ontinued) 
TeapoJ and Ins truaent3 by DISTRESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection tl 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2. 
16 2 2 
fast alto 
13 6 1 
fast E h 
8 4 
slov al to 
9 5 5 
slov E h 
chi square ; 24.28569 vith 12 degrees of freedoa 
significance ; 0.0186 
very 
aucb 
3. 4.
0 0 
0 0 
2 2 
1 0 
Teapo4 and Instruaent4 by DISTRESS-ANGUISH Responses to selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2. 
15 4
fast alto 
16 4 0 
fast E h
6 5 6 
slov alto 
12 3 , 
sl ov Eh 
chi square ; 26.79248 vitb 12 degrees of fraedo■ 
s ignificance ; 0.0083 
very 
aucb 
3. 4. 
0 0 
0 0 
2 , 
4 0 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Teapo2 and ftode2 by DISTRESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection t2 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
19 0 1 
fast aajor 
15 I& 1 
fast ainor 
10 4 1 
slov aajor 
9 3 1 
slov ainor 
chi square= 27.99585 vith 12 degrees of fraedoa 
significance= 0.0055 
•ery 
auch 
3. 
0 
0 
3 
1 
Teapo4 and ftode4 by DISTBESS-lNGOISH Responses to Selection t4 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
16 4 0 
fast aajor 
15 
" 
1 
fast ainor 
1 6 2 
slov aajor 
11 2 5 
slov ainor 
chi square= 27.47617 vith 12 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0066 
•ery 
auch 
3. 
0 
0 
5 
1 
4. 
0 
0 
2 
0 
4. 
0 
0 
0 
1 
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Table 15 (continuedl 
Te ■ po2, Instru■ent2, Node2 by DISTRESS-ANGUISH Responses to Selection 
12 
not at very 
all IIUCh 
o. 1. 2, 3. 4. 
g 0 1 0 0 
fast alto ujor 
8 1 1 0 0 
fast alto ■inor 
10 0 0 0 0 
fast E h ■ajor 
7 3 0 0 0 
fast E h ■inor 
1 2 1 0 0 
s1011 alto ■a jor 
4 1 1 4 0 
slow alto ■ inor 
3 2 0 3 2 
s1011 B h ■ajor 
5 2 0 3 0 
s1011 E h ■inor 
chi square= 47.24797 with 28 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0129 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Te ■ po4, Instru■ent4, ftode4 by DISTRESS-AHGOISH Besponses to Selection 
14 
not at Yery 
all ■ uch 
o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
8 2 0 0 0 
fast alto aajor 
7 2 1 0 0 
fast alto ■inor 
8 2 0 0 0 
fast E h aajor 
8 2 0 0 0 
fast E h ainor 
3 3 2 2 0 
slow alto aajor 
3 2 4 0 1 
slow alto ainor 
4 3 0 3 0 
slow E h aajor 
8 0 1 1 0 
slow E h ainor 
chi square = 43.01358 with 28 degrees of freedom 
significance= 0.0347 
"ode1 by 
■ajor
■inor
lllGEB-R.lGE 
Table 15 {continuedl 
Responses to Selec tion 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
40 0 0 
35 2 ) 
chi square = 5.33333 with 2 degrees of freedo■ 
si gnificance = 0.0695 
11 
Ins tru■entl by SHl!E-BO"lLilTIOM Responses to selection t3 
not at 
all 
alto 
Engli sh horn 
30 
38 
o. 
5 
2 
1 • 
3 
0 
2. 
chi square = 7.22689 with 3 degrees of freedo ■ 
si gnifi cance = 0.0650 
2 
0 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Te ■poS and Booe5 by SHA!E-RO!ILllTION Responses to Selection 15 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
17 2 1 
fast ■a jor 
19 1 0 
fast ■inor 
18 1 1 
slow ■ajor 
13 3 1 
slow ■inor 
chi square= 12.81023 with 12 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.3830 
very 
■uch 
3. 4. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 1 
Instru ■entJ and !ode3 by SHl!E-HUftILIATION aesponses to Selection 13 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
16 1 3 
alto ■ajor 
14 4 0 
alto ainor 
19 1 0 
E b ■ajor 
19 1 0 
E h ■ inor 
chi square= 19.91594 with 9 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0184 
3. 
0 
2 
0 
0 
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Table 15 (continuedl 
Teapo2, Instru ■eot2, !ode2 by SHl!E-HU"ILilTION Responses to 
Selection f2 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2. 3. 
9 1 0 0 
fast alto ■a jor 
10 0 0 0 
fast alto ■ inor 
10 0 0 0 
fast E b ■ajor 
9 1 0 0 
fa.st E h ■inor 
8 2 0 0 
slow alto ■ ajor 
9 0 1 0 
slow alto ■inor 
6 1 3 0 
slow E h ■ ajor 
8 0 0 2 
slow E b ■inor 
chi sguare = 37.57680 with 21 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.011111 
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Table 1, (contiouedl 
Tempo3, Instru■ent3, Bode3 by SHlftE-HDftILIATION Responses to 
Selection f3 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 3. 
10 0 0 0 
fast alto ■ ajor 
8 1 0 1 
fast alto ■ inor 
9 1 0 0 
fast E b ■ ajor 
10 0 0 0 
fast E b ■inor 
6 1 3 0 
slow alto ■ ajor 
6 3 0 1 
slow alto ■inor 
10 0 0 0 
slow E b ■ ajor 
9 1 0 0 
slow E h ■inor 
chi sguare = 37.21004 vith 21 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.0159 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Te ■ po2 by FEAB-TE&ROR Responses to Selection 12 
not at t'ery 
all ■ uch o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
35 3 2 0 0 fast 
28 3 7 1 1 slov 
chi square = 5.55555 vith 4 degrees of freedo11 
significance= 0.2349 
Tempos by FEAR-TERROR Responses to Selection 15 
not at t'ery 
all ■ uch o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
36 4 0 0 0 fast 
29 3 3 2 3 slov 
chi square= 8.89670 with 4 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= o. 0631 
Table 15 (continued) 
Instrument] by PEAR-TERBOB Responses to Selection 13 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 2, 
29 6 3 
alto 
36 0 3 
English born 
chi square= 9.75385 with 4 degrees of freedom 
significance= 0.0448 
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•erf 
aucb 
3, 4. 
2 0 
0 1 
Teapo2 and Instru■ent2 bf PEAR-TERROR Responses to Selection 12 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
16 J 1 
fast alto 
19 0 
fast E h ,. 1 3 
slow alto 
14 2 4 
slow E h 
cbi square= 13.39682 with 12 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.3409 
Yery 
■ uch 
3. 4. 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Teapo5 and Instruments by FElB-TERBOR Responses to Selection 15 
not at very 
all ■uch o. 1 • 2. 3. 4. 
20 0 0 0 0 fast alto 
16 4 0 0 0 fast E h 
13 1 1 2 J slow alto 
16 2 2 0 0 slow E h 
chi square= 25.18971 with 12 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0139 
Te ■po2 and llode2 by PElB-TEBiOR Responses to Selection t2 
not at very 
all auch 
o. 1 • 2. J. 4. 
16 3 1 0 0 fast ■ajor 
19 0 1 0 0 fast ■inor 
17 0 3 0 0 slow ■a jor 
11 3 
-
1 1 slow ■inor 
chi square= 17.20634 with 12 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.14 
Table 15 (continued) 
Te11po2, Instru■ent2, llode2 by PEAR-TERROR Respons es 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
6 3 1 
fast alto ujor 
10 0 0 
fast alto ■inor 
10 0 0 
fast B h ■ajor
9 0 1 
fast E b ainor 
10 0 0 
slov alto ■ajor 
4 , J 
slov alto ■inor 
7 0 ] 
slov E h ■ajor
7 2 
slov E b ainor 
chi squ are = ,o.76186 vitb 28 degrees of freedo■ 
signific ance = 0.0565 
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to Selection t2
Yery 
■uch
3. 4. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 , 
0 0 
0 0 
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Table 15 (continued) 
TempoS, Instruments, llodeS by PEAR-TERROR Responses to Selection 15 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 2. 
10 0 0 
fast alto ■ajor 
10 0 0 
fast alto ■inor 
8 2 0 
fast E h aajor 
8 2 0 
fast E h ■ inor 
8 0 0 
slov alto aajor 
5 1 1 
slov alto ■inor 
9 1 0 
slov E h aajor 
1 1 2 
slow B h ainor 
cbi square= 42.561 vith 28 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0384 
Yery 
■ uch 
3. 4. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
2 1 
0 0 
0 0 
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Table 16 
SIGHIFICAIT COITEITUAL CB0SSTABULATIOIS 
Instruaent Change fro• Selection 13 to selection 14 by 
IITEREST-EICITEftEHT Responses to Selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 
5 4 11 
alto to E h 
3 5 8 
no change 
0 2 13 
E h to alto 
chi square 11.59124 with 8 degrees of freedo• 
signiticance = 0.1704 
wery 
aoch 
2. 3. 
1 
2 
11 
4. 
] 
2 
4 
Teapo Change fro• selection 
Besponses to Selection t3 
12 to Selection IJ by EIJ0YSEIT-J0Y 
slow to fast 
no change 
fast to slow 
not at 
all 
10 
8 
o. 1. 
5 10 
19 8 
9 2 
chi square 18.42349 with 8 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0183 
• 
wery 
auch 
2. 3. 4. 
l 1 
l 0 
1 0 
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Table 16 (continued) 
Te ■ po Change fro■ Selection 
Responses to Selection 15 "' 
to Selection 15 by EHJOYl!ENT-JOY 
slow to fast 
fast to slow 
not at 
all 
6 
19 
o. 1. 
15 6 
12 It 
chi square 11.74333 with 4 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0194 
wery 
■uch 
2. 3. 4. 
11 2 
s 0 
Instru ■ent Change fro■ Selection 13 to Selection t4 by !IJOYNEIT-JOY 
Responses to Selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 
10 s 9 
alto to E h 
11 
no change 
5 3 
2 
" 
13 E h to alto 
chi square 30.92235 with 8 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0001 
2. 
wery 
■ uch 
3. 16 • 
2 " 
1 0 
11 0 
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Table 16 (continued) 
Instru ■ent Change fro■ Selection 13 to Selection 14 bf 
SURPRISE-STARTLE Responses to Selection 14 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 
15 9 2 
al to to E h 
17 0 2 
no change 
10 12 1 
E h to alto 
chi square 24.09982 vit~ 8 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0022 
wery 
■ uch 
2. l. 
4 
0 
1 
4. 
0 
1 
0 
"ode Change fro■ selection 13 to Selection 14 by SURPRISE-STARTLE 
Responses to Selection 14 
■inor to aajor 
■a jar to ■inor 
not at 
all 
27 
15 
o. 
1 
14 
1. 
s 
6 
chi square 11.85281 with 4 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0185 
2. 
0 
5 
wery 
aucb 
0 
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Table 16 (continued) 
Tempo Change fro■ Selection 11 to Selection 12 bf DISTiESS-lNGUISH 
Responses to Selection 12 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 
slov to fast 
25 4 1 
16 2 2 
no ch&nge 
12 s 1 f&st to slov 
chi square 26.73984 vith 8 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.0008 
very 
■nch 
2. 3. 4. 
0 0 
0 0 
10 2 
Tempo Change fro■ Selection 12 to Selection 13 bf DISTBESS-llGUISH 
Responses to Selection 13 
not at 
all 
o. 1. 
16 
slow to fast 
2 2 
19 
no change 
11 7 
7 8 3 fast to slow 
chi squ&re 10.21-28 vith 8 degrees of freedoa 
significance= 0.2503 
very 
■ ucb 
2. J. 4. 
0 0 
2 1 
1 
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Table 16 (continuedl 
Tempo Change fro ■ Selection 14 to Selection 15 by DISTRESS-&NGOISH 
Responses to Selection 15 
not at Y8rf 
all ■ Och o. 1. 2. 3. 
25 12 3 0 
slov to fast 
16 
fast to slov 
11 4 
" 
chi square 11. 16194 with 4 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0248 
Instru■ent Change fro■ Selection 13 to selection 14 by 
DISTBESS-AIGUISH Besponses to Selection 14 
not 
all 
at Yery 
■ uch 
"· 
0 
5 
o. 1 • 2. J. "· 
18 6 5 
alto to E h 
7 6 2 
no change 
213 
" 
1 E h to alto 
chi square 21.09067 •itb 8 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.0069 
0 1 
5 0 
1 0 
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Table 16 (continued) 
Te ■ po Change fro■ Selection 11 to Selection 12 by SHAftE-HUftILI&TION 
Responses to Selection 12 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 
29 0 
slow to fast 
17 3 0 
no change 
23 4 
fast to slov 
chi square 13.96715 witn 6 degrees of freedo■ 
significance= 0.0300 
2. 3. 
0 
0 
2 
Instrument Change fro ■ Selection 12 to selection fl by 
SHA!E-HUttILIATIOR Responses to Selection 13 
not at 
all 
o. 1 • 
14 2 3 
alto to E h 
35 4 0 
no change 
19 0 
E h to alto 
chi square 11.22269 with 6 degrees of freedo ■ 
significance= 0.0817 
2. 3. 
1 
1 
0 
Table 16 (continued) 
Te ■ po Cbacge from Selection 
Responses to Selection 12 
., to Selection 
slov to fast 
no change 
fast to slov 
11ot at 
all 
29 
16 
18 
o. 1. 
0 1 
3 
3 1 
chi sguare lb.15872 with 8 degrees of freedo ■ 
significa11ce; 0.01102 
2. 
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12 by PEAR-TERROR 
very 
■ uch 
3. II • 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
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Table 17 
SIGNIFICANT SUMMED CROSSTABULATICNS 
Tempo ty Mi JOY ME NT-JO 'f. aesponses 
not at very 
all mucn 
o. 1 • 2. ) . 4. 
fast 30 59 62 42 7 
s10111 75 77 30 16 2 
'l.ampo by DI.STRESS-AN GU IS H Responses 
not at very 
·,. all much 
o. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
fast 152 35 12 1 0 
-
slow 9 1 48 24 26 11 
1r 
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Tempo. Instr-ument, i'lode by DI ST l(ESS-ANG UIS H Responses 
not at ver-y 
all much 
o. 1 • 2. .3 • 4. 
fast alto mc1jor- 3 tl d 3 , 0 
fdst a lt.o mi nor Jo 10 4 0 0 
fast e h major- 42 7 , 0 0 
fast e Ll mi nor- 36 10 4 0 0 
sl0w alto n,a jor:- 24 14 7 4 1 
slow alto minor- 18 12 7 8 5 
slow e ,1 ma ;or 24 11 4 7 4 
slow e h minor 25 11 6 7 1 
l'ewpo by FEAR-TERROR Responses 
not at ver-y 
all much 
o. 1. 2. .3 • 4. 
fast 176 16 6 0 2 
slow 163 13 15 5 4 
Mode by F'EAR-TERR08 Responses 
not at ver-y 
all much 
o. 1. 2. 3 • 4. 
major- 176 12 9 0 3 
minor 16 3 17 12 5 3 
Table 18 
PILOT STUDY DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE 
l. Name 
2. Date of Birth 
J. Sex 
4. Race 
5. Education Background: What is the highest grade of formal 
education you have completed? 
6. Occupation: What is your present or most recent occupation? 
If you are a student, what is your major? 
7. Musical Background: 
a. What kind(s) of music do you like? 
b. What kind(s) of music do you dislike? 
c. Where do you hear music? Check all that apply: 
( ) concerts ( ) radio ( ) recordings 
() television _ () other, please specify 
d. Bow often do you listen to music? 
( ) daily ( ) 2 or 3 times a week 
() once a week () 2 or 3 times a month 
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() monthly () never () other, please specify 
e. Do you play 111U8ic? _. ( ' ) -:Yea ( ) No 
If yes, what instrument(s) do you play? 
Do (have) you play(ed) in any groups? () Yes () No 
If yes, bow many years? 
Do (have) you take(n) private lessons? () Yes () No 
If yes, for what instrument(s)? 
If yes, how many years? 
f. Have you taken any music courses? 
If yes, please describe: 
How many years for each? 
g. Do you write music? 
If yes, what kind? 
8. Please describe your present mood. 
() interest () fear 
() anger () surprise 
() other, please specify 
() sad 
() disgust 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
( ) joy 
() embarrassment 
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Table 19 
PILOT STUDY RESfCNSP. QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name: 
Please fill in the followiug information after you hear each piece of music. 
l. Did you have a reaction to the piece of music you just heard? 
( ) Yes ( ) -No . 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply. 
( ) interest · ( ) fear ( ) sad ( ) joy 
() anger -() surprise () disgust () embarrassment 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to the music. 
2. Did you have a reaction to the piece of music you just beard? 
() Yes () No 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply. 
() anger () surprise () disgust () embarrassment 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to the music. 
3. Did you have a reaction to the piece of music that you just heard? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply. 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
() uger (). surprise () disgust () embarrassment 
Please describe any thoughts you bad while listening to the music. 
'•. 
4. Did you have a react'J.on to the piece of music you just heard? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply. 
() anger () surprise () disgust () embarrassment 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to the music. 
5. Did you have a reaction to the ' piece of music you just heard? 
() Yes () No 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply. 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
() uger () surprise () disgust () embarrasml!ent 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to the music. 
6. Did you have a reaction to the piece of music you just beard? 
() Yes () No 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply, 
( ) uger ( ) surprise ( ) disgust ( ) embarraasment 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to the music. 
7. Did you have a reaction to the piece of music you ju,t beard? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If yes, which of the following? Check all that apply. 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
( ) anger . .- ( ) s,aprise ( ) disgust ( ) eabarrasS111ent 
Please describe any thoughts you had while listening to the music. 
8. Did you have a reaction to the piece of music you just beard? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If yes, which of the following? Qi.eek all that apply. 
() anger () surprise () disgust () eaibarrassment 
() interest () fear () sad () joy 
Please describe anv thnnoht'a vnn hail -u'h-f 1 • 1 ..... _ ........ -. ..... ____ .. -
~ -- -- -- -
- - - -
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Table 20 
CORRELATIONS Al"lJNG RESPONSES 
Selections t•s Emotions 1 2 3 4 5 
IN£EH8SI-EXCifEMENT to 
.4693 • 46 94 • 366 9 
.4993 .5383 ENJOYMENT-JOY 
ENJOY ME NT-JOY to 
SUdPkISE-~TARTLE 
• 1 1 C 7 • 06 63 .0829 
.2718 .3027 
SU i"lP l.HSJ::-STARTLE to 
-.0055 • OJ 39 • 134 1 
-.0385 • 204 9 DI~'l'dF.55-ANGUISH 
DI.:i'l'HF.SS-ANGUISH to • 22 58 • 2527 .2204 .294) 
.4953 DISGUST-CONTEMPT 
DI3G UST-CONT EM PT to 
.5553 • 6031 
.7772 • 4808 
.6318 ANl.iER-hAGE 
ANGER-RAGE to 
.5088 .4769 .5353 .5214 .3029 SHAME-HUMILIATION 
SHAME-HUMILIATION 
FEAR-'£Eh .i.WR 
to • 159 5 • 4961 .6015 • 5460 .7333 
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